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With the explosion of multimedia data (videos, audios, images, and 

Web pages), people have no time to look at this huge data, and human 

attention has become a precious resource. So, a way must be found to 

automatically analyze, classify, summarize, discover and characterize 

trends in it, and to automatically flag anomalies. Many researchers have 

felt the need for data mining methods to deal with this amount of data. 

The Multimedia Mining work includes various kinds of data like 

video, audio, image, etc. This work includes a set of fields, which process 

huge information, like clustering, recognition, classification, etc.  

Video Mining is the most important kind of mining because the 

video became a popular easy way to deliver a message or an idea like the 

video chat, movies, advertisements and also a way for protection like in 

surveillance videos and a lot of other uses that the world is full of. 

In this research, a Video Retrieval System (VRS) was implemented. 

This system has two phases: enrollment phase and query-matching phase. 

The enrollment phase constructs the videos' database. This database 

contains different classes that clustered according to their textural (Run 

Length) or shape (Moment Invariant) features with different color models 

(HSL or YCbCr).The clustering process is accomplished using K-means 

clustering algorithm. While, query-matching phase used for retrieving 

videos which are similar to an input one. Before extracting features, the 

input video is cut into several shots depending on the difference between 

successive frames histograms, then calculating the features to a chosen 

shot to retrieve the similar shots from the videos' database.  

The performance of the system was computed using recall and 

precision measures. In VRS, an encouraged good result was obtained. 
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1.1 Introduction 

The rapid growth of multimedia resources has generated an urgent 

need for techniques to process and analyze this special kind of data. 

Traditional machine learning methods cannot meet the special 

requirements in understanding the semantic meaning of and extracting 

knowledge from raw multimedia data. Image, video, audio data are 

specific multimedia data types. It is inherently hard to make the machine 

understand the meaning of these data by only reading pixels, frames or 

signals. There exists a “semantic gap” between the low level features and 

the high level semantic meaning. Therefore, it is necessary that human 

provide some guidance to the machine. [Xin06a] 

People have no time to look at this data. Human attention has 

become the precious resource. So, ways must be found to automatically 

analyze, classify, summarize, discover and characterize trends in the data, 

and flag anomalies. This is one of the most active and exciting areas of the 

database research community. [Jia06]  

 

1.2 Data Mining 
Data mining is the extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and 

potentially useful information from data. The idea is to build computer 

programs that sift through databases automatically, seeking regularities or 

patterns. Strong patterns, if found, will likely generalize to make accurate 

predictions on future data. [Ian05] 
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Data mining has attracted a great deal of attention in the information 

industry and in society as a whole, due to the wide availability of huge 

amounts of data and the imminent need for turning such data into useful 

information and knowledge. The information and knowledge gained can be 

used for applications ranging from market analysis, fraud detection, and 

customer retention, to production control and science exploration. [Jia06] 

 

1.3 Multimedia Data Mining 
The word multimedia assumes that several data sources of different 

modalities are processed at the same time. Multimedia data could be semi 

structured (Web pages, XML documents) or unstructured (text, images, 

audio, and video recordings). A data mining project can deal with only one 

modality of data, for example, customers’ audio recordings or surveillance 

video. [Val07] 

Multimedia data mining, as the name suggests, presumably is a 

combination of the two emerging areas: multimedia and data mining. 

However, multimedia data mining is not a research area that just simply 

combines the research of multimedia and data mining together. Instead, 

the multimedia data mining research focuses on the theme of combining 

multimedia and data mining research together to exploit the synergy 

between the two areas to promote the understanding and to advance the 

development of the knowledge discovery in multimedia data. 

Consequently, multimedia data mining exhibits itself as a unique and 

distinct research area that synergistically relies on the state-of-the-art 

research in multimedia and data mining but at the same time 

fundamentally differs from either multimedia or data mining or a simple 

combination of the two areas. [Zho09] 

Consequently, with the independent and advanced developments of 

the two areas of multimedia and data mining, with today’s explosion of 
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the data scale and the existence of the pluralism of the data media types, 

it is natural to evolve into this new area called multimedia data mining. 

While it is presumably true that multimedia data mining is a combination 

of the research between multimedia and data mining, the research in 

multimedia data mining refers to the synergistic application of knowledge 

discovery theory and techniques in a multimedia database or collection. 

As a result, “inherited” from its two parent areas of multimedia and data 

mining, multimedia data mining by nature is also an interdisciplinary and 

multidisciplinary area; in addition to the two parent areas, multimedia 

data mining also relies on the research from many other areas, noticeably 

from mathematics, statistics, machine learning, computer vision, and 

pattern recognition. Figure 1.1 illustrates the relationships among these 

interconnected areas. [Zho09] 

 

 
Figure 1.1: Relationships among the interconnected areas to 

multimedia data mining. 
 

Advances in modern multimedia technologies have led to huge and 

ever-growing archives of image, audio and video in diverse application 

areas such as medicine, remote sensing, entertainment, education and 

online information services. Among all these media types, video is the 
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most challenging one, as it combines all other media information into a 

single data stream. Due to the decreasing cost of storage devices, higher 

transmission rates and improved compression techniques, digital video 

becomes available at an ever increasing rate. [Cha05] 

A typical multimedia data mining system, or framework, or method 

always consists of three key components. Given the raw multimedia data:  

1. The very first step for mining the multimedia data is to convert a 

specific raw data collection (or a database) into a representation 

in an abstract space which is called the feature space. This 

process is called feature extraction. Consequently, feature 

representation method is needed to convert the raw multimedia 

data to features in the feature space, before any mining activities 

are able to be conducted. 

2. Therefore, the second key component is the knowledge 

representation, i.e., how to effectively represent the required 

knowledge to support the expected knowledge discovery 

activities in a multimedia database. 

3. Finally, the last key component is the actual mining or learning 

theory and/or technique to be used for the knowledge discovery 

in a multimedia database. In addition to the three key 

components, in many multimedia data mining systems, there are 

user interfaces to facilitate the communications between the users 

and the mining systems. [Zho09]  

Figure 1.2 illustrates this typical architecture of a multimedia data 

mining system. 
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Figure 1.2: The typical architecture of a multimedia data mining 

system. 
 

1.4 Video Mining  
Video data are very easy to be captured and stored. The problem of 

how to automatically extract user needed semantic information from video 

data has deeply attracted researchers and enterprisers. Video understanding 

is just the ultimate target of computer vision. Not only the semantic 

information will be gotten, but also a lot of interesting patterns and 

knowledge from video, for there existing much spatial -temporal 

distributed information in video content and structure. The extracting 

technologies are badly needed in applications such as smart surveillance 

and video retrieval. Progresses in data mining have made some researchers 

pay attention to video data mining technologies to get the targets. [Azr03] 

Video data is a kind of unstructured stream; efficient access to video 

is not an easy task. Generally, there are two kinds of videos: videos with 

some content structure and videos without any content structure. The 

former are videos such as movies and news where scenarios are used to 

convey video content. For “raw” videos like surveillance videos, they have 
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no scene change, therefore no content structure can be found among them. 

Videos with content structure information are usually edited (or post-

processed) by editors (or directors), where various shots are packed back 

and forth to convey scenarios or context information, such as "dialog" 

scene. [Cha05] 

The visual content, or generally content, of images and video 

frames can be categorized as follows: spatial, semantic, and low-level. 

Since video data has a time dimension, the spatio-temporal content of a 

video data is also considered. However, extracting spatio-temporal 

content requires sophisticated techniques, thus do not included in the 

categorization. The spatial content of an image is the relative positioning 

of the objects residing in the image. The semantic content is the actual 

meaning of the image that a user captures when he/she looks at the image. 

The low-level content is formed by low-level features such as color, 

shape, and texture. These three features are considered important 

underlying primitives in human visual perceptions of the real world. 

Various methods exist in the literature for indexing the images based on 

these low-level features. [Eyu02] 

 Video Mining (VM) has been considered as the further processing 

of video content. Through automatically or unsupervised mining, useful 

semantic information, even patterns or knowledge would be extracted from 

video data. The intention is according to the concepts of data mining. As 

viewed from its functions, VM has defined as a process which can not only 

automatically extract content and structure of video, features of moving 

objects, spatial or temporal correlations of those features, but discover 

patterns of video structure, objects activities, video events, etc from vast 

amounts of video data without little assumption of their contents. By using 

video mining techniques, video summarization, classification, retrieval, 
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abnormal events alarm and other smart video applications can be 

implemented. [Kex06] 

    

1.5 Literature Survey 
Many researchers have considered VM as headlines in their work; 

some of their published works are the following: 

1. João Miguel da Costa Magalhães (2001) "Semantic Multimedia: 

Mining, Fusion and Extraction" [Joa01] The aim of this PhD 

work was to capture the semantic knowledge existing in 

multimedia content and store it for later use in a retrieval or 

summarization application. The problem is approached as a 

statistical learning problem devised in three main parts: (1) multi-

modal multimedia mining: automatic features extraction and 

patterns discovery; (2) multi-modal fusion: multi-modal features 

will be combined in a probabilistic learning network and mapped 

into a multimedia semantic network; and (3) semantic knowledge 

extraction: given the high-level mapping and the domain 

knowledge represented in the semantic network, the most probable 

semantic description will be deduced. 

2. Dong and Yu-Fei (2003) "A Novel Motion-Based 

Representation For Video Mining" [Don03] proposed a novel 

motion-based representation for video mining tasks, including a 

fast dominant motion extraction scheme, called Integral Template 

Match (ITM), and a set of qualitative and quantitative description 

schemes. It is applied to such video mining tasks as shot boundary 

detection, camera motion segmentation and recognition.  

3. Ajay D. and Kudir A. (2004) "Video Mining: Pattern Discovery 

Versus Pattern Recognition" [Aja04] examined the significance 

of video mining as pattern discovery in multimedia content. The 
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underlying issue of pattern discovery versus pattern recognition is 

examined, since most past work has not drawn such a sharp 

distinction. The term “pattern discovery” implies a purely 

unsupervised approach.  But in practice a mixture of unsupervised 

and supervised techniques will have to be used. Conventional data 

mining is compared with video mining and observes that a key 

difference is in the multi-layered semantics of multimedia content. 

Then significant challenges is posed and identified by video 

mining. 

4. Tao and Yu-Fei (2005) "Sports Video Mining with Mosaic" 

[Tao05] proposed a generic approach to key event as well as 

structure mining for sports video analysis. Mosaic is generated for 

each shot as the representative image of shot content. Based on 

mosaic, sports video is mined by the method with prior knowledge 

and without prior knowledge. Without prior knowledge, the system 

may locate plays by discriminating those segments without 

essential content, such as breaks. If prior knowledge is available, 

the key-events in plays are detected using robust features extracted 

from mosaic. Experimental results have demonstrated the 

effectiveness and robustness of this sports video mining approach. 

5. Hanning and Don (2006) "Unusual Event Detection via Multi-

camera Video Mining" [Han06] described a framework for 

detecting unusual events in surveillance videos. Most surveillance 

systems consist of multiple video streams, but traditional event 

detection systems treat individual video streams independently or 

combine them in the feature extraction level through geometric 

reconstruction. This framework combines multiple video streams 

in the inference level, with a Coupled Hidden Markov Model 

(CHMM). Two-stage training is used to bootstrap a set of usual 
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events, and train a CHMM over the set. By thresholding the 

likelihood of a test segment being generated by the model, an 

unusual event detector is built. The performance of this detector is 

evaluated through qualitative and quantitative experiments on two 

sets of real world videos. 

6. Xin and Chengcui (2006) "An Interactive Semantic Video 

Mining and Retrieval Platform –Application in Transportation 

Surveillance Video for Incident Detection" [Xin06a] proposed 

an interactive platform for semantic video mining and retrieval 

using Relevance Feedback (RF), a popular technique in the area of 

Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). By tracking semantic 

objects in a video and then modeling spatio-temporal events based 

on object trajectories and object interactions, the proposed 

interactive learning algorithm in the platform is able to mine the 

spatio-temporal data extracted from the video. An iterative learning 

process is involved in the proposed platform, which is guided by 

the user’s response to the retrieved results. Although the proposed 

video retrieval platform is intended for general use and can be 

tailored to many applications, the focusing was on its application in 

traffic surveillance video database retrieval to demonstrate the 

design details. The effectiveness of the algorithm is demonstrated 

by our experiments on real-life traffic surveillance videos. 

7. Hind Ali (2006) "Video Data Mining Using Color and Textural 

Features Analysis" [Hin06] aimed to segment the video into a 

number of shots using three different types of algorithms, classify 

the video frames data into static and dynamic blocks of videos, the 

adopted features are statistical features (mean, standard deviation, 

mean absolute deviation, skewness), and textural features (energy 

of gradient, contrast, modification, fractal dimension H). The test 
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results indicated that some combinations of these features are 

useful to successfully recognize the video shots from each other. 

The results also showed that the features extracted from the 

statistic blocks gave higher discrimination power that the features 

extracted from the dynamic blocks. The k-means clustering 

algorithm was used to categorize the videos' shots into a number of 

classes. The test results indicated that this algorithm showed good 

stability in classifying the video shots, because most of the 

extracted sequences from each shot were classified as members to 

the same class.  

8. Yi Ding and Guoliang (2007) "Two-Layer Generative Models 

For Sport Video Mining" [YiD07b] presented a two-layer 

generative model for sport video mining that is composed of a two-

layer observation model. The first layer is the Gaussian Mixture 

Model (GMM) using frame wise camera motion for intra-shot 

analysis and the second layer is the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) 

involving the GMM as the mid-level observation for inter-shot 

analysis. A recursive model estimation method is developed for 

statistical inference which combines two Expectation 

Maximization (EM) algorithms. Specifically, the proposed 

generative model is used for American football play analysis where 

each play shot is classified into one of four classes, i.e., short plays, 

long plays, kicks and field goals. The experimental results show 

good promising classification performance. 

9. Hasnaa Imad "Content-Based Image Retrieval System using 

Fuzzy Rule" [Has08] aimed to design and implement a Content-

Based Image Retrieval System that based on utilizing fuzzy logic 

with other mechanisms. In this work, some of the fuzzy set 

concepts were applied to compute the membership value for each 
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feature in each image. The established system should be capable of 

interactively retrieving images that are semantically related to the 

user's query from a database. 

 
1.6 Aim of work 

The aim of this work is to implement an effective system for 

retrieving similar videos from a stored video database depending on the 

visual video contents according to a query input video. This video 

content-based retrieval system implemented using a combination between 

texture features and HSL color attributes that gives good results. 

The implemented Video Retrieval System (VRS) used statistical 

methods to compute videos' features and try to use different color 

attributes s with them. 

The goal from that is to find the closer videos from the query video 

shot using the combination that can satisfy better retrieving results. 

 
1.7 Thesis Layout 

In addition to chapter one, the remaining parts of this thesis consists 

of the following chapters: 

Chapter Two: (Theoretical Background) 

In this chapter the Video Mining (VM) definition is introduced, what 

does it mean and how it works. The video definition is also mentioned 

with its common or basic structure and the boundaries that separate the 

video shots and how the last detected using the difference between 

frames' color histograms. 

Chapter Three: (Video Retrieval System) 

In this chapter, the proposed system design and implementation steps 

are given. The video retrieval modules are described in details. 
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Chapter Four: (Tests and Results) 

This chapter is dedicated to present the results of the conducted tests 

on the established retrieval system using different AVI test videos. 

Chapter Five: (Conclusions and Future Work) 

Some conclusion remarks that derived from the analysis of test 

results are given in this chapter. Also, some suggestions for future work 

are listed. 
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2.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the Video Mining (VM) definition, what 

does it mean and how it works. The video definition is also mentioned 

with its common or basic structure and the boundaries that separate the 

video shots and how the boundary detected using the difference between 

frames' color histograms. 

Two different color spaces (i.e., YCbCr and HSL) are described and 

how converted from RGB color model which is the basic model. Also 

two of the famous ways of features extraction (shape and texture) were 

explained with the equations that deal with them. 

The Down Sampling Methods are described with different equations 

to minimize the calculations that lead to a less execution time; also the 

implementation of the down-sampling on the images was described with 

figures. The k-means was described as a process for classifying the 

videos into number of classes. 

 

2.2 Video Mining 
Video Mining (VM) is the process of discovering the implicit and 

previously unknown knowledge or interesting patterns from a massive set 

of video data. Researches on VM are still in its infancy, it is a new research 

field, the concept and methods of VM need thorough research and study. 

[Cha05] 

Work in video data mining can be divided into two categories: 

mining similar motion patterns and mining similar objects. The first type 
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of systems uses motion information to mine similar event patterns or 

identify peculiar events. [Ara07] 

It is interesting in that the raw data in videos is expressed in a way 

that is not directly amenable to the use of conventional mining 

techniques. Novel ways of representing the raw, pixel-level data, which 

lend themselves to the capturing of patterns, are needed, and ways of 

representing the patterns themselves are required. There is a lot of 

variation in the details of the patterns and it is important to abstract out 

the key features of a behavior, perhaps by some sort of ‘coarsening’ of 

the record of activities. By this means, unwanted or irrelevant details and 

noise can be filtered out. [Bel07] 

The second category systems aim to group frequently appearing 

objects in videos. Different appearances of the same object are defined in 

different parts of the video as different instances of that object. The 

purpose of the object mining system is to group these different instances 

of the same object. The problem is difficult because the object can appear 

in different ways in different parts of the video due to different imaging 

conditions, lightening conditions, back grounds and occlusions. [Ara07] 

 

2.3 Video 
Video structure is difficult to understand; some videos still have their 

contents structure. Generally, there are two kinds of videos: videos with 

some content structure and videos without any content structure. The 

former are videos such as movies and news where scenarios are used to 

convey video content. For “raw” videos, like surveillance videos, they 

have no scene change, therefore no content structure can be found among 

them. Videos with content structure information are usually edited (or 

post-processed) by editors (or directors), where various shots are packed 

back and forth to convey scenarios or context information, such as 
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“dialog” scene. Even though, other videos have not such a contents 

structure as “dialog” scene and news videos, but many videos are a 

broken sequence of frames recorded from a single camera motion (shot) 

that can also express the contents structure of the video. [Cha05] 

 

2.3.1 Video Basic Structure 
In content-based video analysis, video can be analyzed in five 

structured levels as shown in Figure 2.1. For the nature of the analysis 

involved in these five structured levels, the domain dependency tends to 

increase and the computability/analysis accuracy tends to decrease toward 

the higher structured levels. Specifically, in frame level analysis, low 

level features such as color, texture, shape, motion and audio are 

generally used and the analysis requires no or minimum domain 

knowledge. At this level, many Shot Boundary Detection (SBD) methods 

have been proposed to segment video into shots, each of which can then 

be represented by one or a few key frames from the shot. [YiJ06] 

A frame is a static image and minimum logic unit of video. A shot is 

an uninterrupted segment of video frame sequence with static or 

continuous camera motion, while a scene is a series of shots that are 

coherent from the narrative point of view. These shots are either shot in 

the same place or they share similar thematic content. [Cha05] 

Based on the detected shots and the clustered or segmented scenes, 

one or more key frames can be extracted. Afterwards, image features 

such as color, shape and texture are used to index these key frames. In 

addition, high-level representations such as regions, objects, and motion 

can also be used to infer semantic events of interest and help summarize 

the content of the whole video sequence. Finally, videos can be browsed 

and retrieved based on the similarity between the features or events of the 

query video sequence and the video sequences in the database. [YiJ06] 
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A video basic structure mining is defined as the process of 

discovering fundamental logic structure from preprocessed video 

program, adopts data mining method such as classification, clustering and 

association rule etc. [Cha05] 

 

 
Figure 2.1: Video Basic Structure 

 

2.3.2 Shot Boundary Detection 
Shot Boundary Detection (SBD) is commonly the first step in the 

process of indexing, characterizing and retrieving of video. A shot is a 

temporal sequence of frames generated and recorded continuously by a 

single camera act, which usually depicts a continuous action without 

significant content changes. 

To form a video sequence, shots are joined together during video 

sorting and post editing with either abrupt cuts or gradual visual effects 

according to the nature of the scene changes or story sequences. There are 

generally two types of shot transitions: Abrupt Shot Boundary (ASB), 

also known as shot cut or hard cut, where the change of video content 

occurs over a single frame; and Gradual Shot Boundary (GSB), such as 
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fade in, fade out, dissolve and wipe, where the change takes place 

gradually over a short sequence of frames.  

The main technique of SBD is to detect the change between each 

consecutive frame pair. If the change exceeds a predetermined threshold, 

a shot boundary is assumed. In the literature, the change is usually 

measured by using such low-level video features as pixel intensities, 

color histograms, edges and compressed video attributes. [YiJ06] 

The color histogram distance has been widely used as a measure of 

(dis)similarity between images for the purposes of object recognition, 

content-based retrieval, and temporal video segmentation. A histogram is 

first computed for each image in the sequence and the distance between 

successive histograms is used as a measure of local activity. As shown in 

equation 2.1: 

( ) ∑
=

−=
B

i
ii babaD

1

, ,………………………………… (2.1) 

Where a and b are histograms of successive frames, and B the 

number of histogram bins. This metric (D) has been shown to perform 

well for temporal video segmentation and is equivalent (for normalized 

histograms) to the histogram intersection metric commonly used in 

retrieval literature. [Nun00] 

 

2.3.3 Color Histogram 
The color histogram serves as an effective representation of the color 

content of an image if the color pattern is unique compared with the rest 

of the data set. The color histogram is easy to compute and effective in 

characterizing both the global and local distribution of colors in an image. 

In addition, it is robust to translation and rotation about the view axis and 

changes only slowly with the scale, occlusion and viewing angle. 
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2.4 Color Models (spaces) 
Color is perceived by humans as a combination of tri-stimuli R (red), 

G (green), and B (blue) who are usually called three primary colors. From 

R, G, B representation, other kinds of color representations (spaces) can 

be derived by using either linear or nonlinear transformations. Several 

color spaces, such as RGB, HIS, CIE L*u*v* are utilized in color image 

segmentation, but none of them can dominate the others for all kinds of 

color images. Selecting the best color space still is one of the difficulties 

in color image segmentation. 

Red, green, and blue components can be represented by the 

brightness values of the scene obtained through three separate filters (red, 

green, and blue filters) based on the following equations: 

 
( ) ( ) λλλλ dSER R∫= ,………………………………… (2.2) 

( ) ( ) λλλλ dSEG G∫= ,………………………………… (2.3) 

( ) ( ) λλλλ dSEB B∫= ,………………………………… (2.4) 
 

Where SR, SG, SB are the color filters on the incoming light or 

radiance E (λ), and λ is the wavelength. [Che01] 

Each pixel of the image can be represented as a point in a 3D color 

space. Commonly used color space for image retrieval include RGB, 

Munsell, CIE L*a*b*, CIE L*u*v*, HSV (or HSL, HSB), and opponent 

color space. [Lon01] 

The RGB color space can be geometrically represented in 3-

dimensional cube as in figure 2.2. The coordinates of each point inside 

the cube represented the values of red, green, blue components, 

respectively. 
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The laws of colorimetry are: (1) any color can be created by these 

three colors and the combination of the three colors is unique; (2) if two 

colors are equivalent, they will be again equivalent after multiplying or 

dividing the three components by the same number; (3) the luminance of 

a mixture of colors is equal to the sum of luminance of each color. The 

tri-stimulus values that served as the color basis are: 425.8nm for blue, 

546.1nm for green, and 700.0nm for red. Any color can be expressed by 

these three color bases. 

RGB is the most commonly used model for the television system 

and pictures acquired by digital cameras. Video monitors display color 

images by modulating the intensity of the three primary colors (red, 

green, and blue) at each pixel of the image. RGB is suitable for color 

display, but not good for color scene segmentation and analysis because 

of the high correlation among the R, G, and B components. By high 

correlation, it is meant that if the intensity changes, all the three 

components will be changed accordingly. Also, the measurement of a 

color in RGB space does not represent color differences in a uniform 

(0,0,1) 

(0,1,0) 

(1,0,0) 
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Black 
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Figure 2.2: RGB Color Cube  
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scale; hence, it is impossible to evaluate the similarity of two colors from 

their distance in RGB space. [Che01] 

 
2.4.1 YCbCr Color Model (Transformation) 

The Y, Cb, and Cr components are scaled and shifted versions of the 

analog Y, U, and V components, where the scaling and shifting 

operations are introduced so that the resulting components take value in 

the range of (0,255). 

The transformation matrix is presented for deriving this coordinate 

from digital RGB coordinate. Assuming that the RGB values are in the 

range of (0-255), the YCbCr values are related to RGB values by: 
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In the YCbCr coordinate, Y reflects the luminance and is scaled to 

have a range of (16...235); Cb and Cr are scaled versions of color 

differences B - Y and R - Y, respectively. The scaling and shifting is 

designed so that they have a range of (16…240). The maximum value of 

Cr corresponds to red (Cr = 240 or R = 255, G = B = 0), whereas the 

minimum value yields cyan (Cr = 16 or R = 0, G = B = 255). Similarly, 

the maximum and minimum values of Cb correspond to blue (Cb = 240 or 

R = G = 0, B = 255) and yellow (Cb = 16 or R = G = 255, B = 0). 

The spatial sampling rate introduced previously refers to the 

luminance component, Y. For the chrominance components, Cb and Cr, 

usually only half of the sampling rate is used; this leads to half number of 

pixels in each line, but the same number of lines per frame. This is known 

as the 4:2:2 format implying there are 2 Cb samples and 2 Cr samples for 
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every 4 Y samples. To further reduce the required data rate also the 4:1:1 

format defined, in which the chrominance components are sub sampled 

along each line by a factor of 4, i.e., there are 1 Cb sample and 1 Cr 

sample for every 4 Y samples. This sampling method, however, yields 

very asymmetric resolutions in the horizontal and vertical directions. 

Another sampling format is therefore developed, which sub samples the 

Cb and Cr components by half in both the horizontal and vertical 

directions. In this format, there are also 1 Cb sample and 1 Cr sample for 

every 4 Y samples. But to avoid the confusion with the previously 

defined 4:1:1 format, this format is designated as 4:2:0. As shown in 

figure 2.3. [Wan02] 

 
Figure 2.3: The formats of the YCbCr 

 

2.4.2 HSL Color Model (Transformation) 
HSL and HSV are two related representations of points in an RGB 

color model that attempt to describe perceptual color relationships more 

accurately than RGB, while remaining computationally simple. HSL 

stands for hue, saturation and lightness, while HSV stands for hue, 

saturation and value. 

HSI and HSB are alternative names for these concepts, often 

substituting intensity and brightness for lightness and/or value; their 
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definitions are less standardized, but they are typically interpreted to be 

synonymous with HSL and HSV.  Figure (2.4) shows the representation 

of the HSL and its relation to the HSV. 

 

Figure 2.4   : HSL arranged as a double cone 
 

The two representations are similar in purpose, but differ somewhat 

in approach. Both are mathematically cylindrical, but while HSV (Hue, 

Saturation, Value) can be thought of conceptually as an inverted cone of 

colors (with a black point at the bottom, and fully-saturated colors around 

a circle at the top), HSL conceptually represents a double-cone or sphere 

(with white at the top, black at the bottom, and the fully-saturated colors 

around the edge of a horizontal cross-section with middle gray at its 

center). Note that while “hue” in HSL and HSV refers to the same 

attribute, their definitions of “saturation” differ dramatically. [HSL09] 

HSL color representation gained using the following equations: 

 

 

                                                                                                  ,….. (2.6)
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                                                                      ,……….. (2.7) 

 
 
                                ,…………………………………………… (2.8)  
  
Where, the min and max stands for the maximum and the minimum 

values of the R, G, and B color representations. 

 

2.5 Features Extraction 
Features extraction is a process that extracts a set of new features 

from the original features through some functional mapping. [Wes05] 

Feature extraction deals with how the specific traits of content 

information can be identified and extracted from the content-rich data. 

Feature description specifies how those features can be described and 

organized for efficient retrieval processing. Lastly, proximity evaluation 

provides the specification in which similarities among contents can be 

measured based on their features. Two types of features will be taken, 

shape and texture features: [Lin01] 

 

2.5.1 Shape Features 
Shape features of objects or regions have been used in many content-

based image retrieval systems. Compared with color and texture features, 

shape features are usually described after images have been segmented 

into regions or objects. Since robust and accurate image segmentation is 

difficult to achieve, the use of shape features for image retrieval has been 

limited to special applications where objects or regions are readily 

available, and as example the moment invariants is taken. [Lon01] 
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Moment Invariants 

Classical shape representation uses a set of moment invariants. If the 

object R is represented as a binary image, then the central moments of 

order p+q for the shape of object R are defined as: 

 
( ) ( )

( )
∑

∈

−−=
Ryx
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p
cqp yyxx

,
,µ ,…………………… (2.9) 

 
Where (xc, yc) is the center of object. This central moment can be 

normalized to be scale invariant: 

2
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η γ ,……………..………………….. (2.10) 

 

These normalized central moments have been used to develop a set of 

seven compound spatial moments that are invariant in the continuous 

image domain to translation, rotation, and scale change. The invariant 

moments are defined below: [Wil01, Lon01]. 
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2.5.2 Texture Features 
Texture is very difficult to define. This difficulty is demonstrated by 

the number of different texture definitions attempted by vision 

researchers. It is simply defined as the relationships between gray levels 

in neighboring pixels that contribute to the overall appearance of an 

image. It can also be viewed as a global pattern arising from the 

repetition, either deterministically or randomly, of local sub-patterns. 

[YiJ06] 

In statistical texture analysis, texture features are computed from the 

statistical distribution of observed combinations of intensities at specified 

positions relative to each other in the image. According to the number of 

intensity points (pixels) in each combination, statistics are classified into 

first-order, second-order and higher-order statistics. [Fri95] 

The Gray Level Run Length (GLRL) method is a way of extracting 

higher order statistical texture features. 

 

The Gray Level Run Length 

A gray level run is a set of consecutive pixels having the same gray 

level value. The length of the run is the number of pixels in the run. Run 

length features encode textural information related to the number of times 

each gray level, for example, “1,” appears in the image by itself, the 

number of times it appears in pairs, and so on. Take for example the 

image: 



















=
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With four possible levels of gray (N,=4.) For each of the four 

directions (0°, 45°, 90°, and 135°) we define the corresponding run length 
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matrix QRL. Its (i, j) element gives the number of times a gray level i-1, 

i=1, …, Ng, appears in the image with run length j , j = 1,2, ..., Nr. This is 

an Ng x Nr array, where Nr is the largest possible run length in the image. 

Obtained for 0°: 

( )
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0020
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The first element of the first row of the matrix is the number of times 

gray level “0” appears by itself (0 for our example), the second element is 

the number of times it appears in pairs (2 in the example), and so on. The 

second row provides the same information for gray level “1” and so on. 

For the 45° direction: 
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Based on the preceding definition of the run length matrix, the 

following features are defined. [Ser03] 

 
• Short run emphasis: 
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By dividing each run length value by the square of its length, short 

run lengths are emphasized, The denominator is the total number of 

runs in the image. 

 
• Long run emphasis: 
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Here each run length value multiplied by the square of its length, in 

order to give higher weight to the long runs. 

 
• Gray level non uniformity: 
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High run length values will contribute most to this feature. The GLN 

feature will have its lowest value if the runs are evenly distributed 

over all gray levels. 

• Run length non uniformity: 
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The RLN feature will have its lowest value if the runs are evenly 

distributed over all run lengths. 

 
• Run percentage: 
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This feature is the ratio between the total number of observed runs in 

the image and the total number of possible runs if all runs had a 

length of one. [Fri95] 

 
• Low gray level runs emphasis: 
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This feature Measures the distribution of low gray level values. The 

LGRE is expected large for the image with low gray level values. 

 
• High gray level runs emphasis: 
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This feature Measures the distribution of high gray level values. The 

HGRE is expected large for the image with high gray level values. 

[Don04] 

• Short run low gray-level emphasis: 
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This feature Measures the joint distribution of short runs and low 

gray level values. The SRLGE is expected large for the image with 

many short runs and lower gray level values. 

 
• Short run high gray-level emphasis: 
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This feature Measures the joint distribution of short runs and high 

gray level values. The SRHGE is expected large for the image with 

many short runs and high gray level values. [Fri95] 
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• Long run low gray-level emphasis: 
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This feature Measures the joint distribution of long runs and low 

gray level values. The LRLGE is expected large for the image with 

many long runs and low gray level values. 

 
• Long run high gray-level emphasis: 
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This feature Measures the joint distribution of long runs and high 

gray level values. The LRHGE is expected large for images with 

many long runs and high gray level values. [Don04] 

 
2.6 Down Sampling Methods 

Down sampling is a process used for minification only. It may be 

used to create thumbnail representations of an image. The basic idea 

behind down sampling process is to represent a block of adjacent pixels 

with one pixel. The type of down-sampling method depends on the speed 

and quality requirements. The most popular down-sampling methods are 

[Cran97]:  

 

2.6.1 Median Representation  

Median representation replaces a block of pixels with its median 

value; see Figure (2.5) where an nxn window is passed over the image. 

For each down sampled block, its pixels values are read and put into an 
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array, and then sorted in ascending order according to their values. The 

middle value is then used to represent that block. This method requires 

much computation time due to the number of comparisons needed to sort 

the block of pixels. 

 

2.6.2 Average Representation  

Average representation also uses the nxn window (see Figure 2.6). 

Each block of pixels is represented by the average of all pixels values. 

This is not as slow as median representation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (2.5) Minification by median representation 

Figure (2.6) Minification by average representation 
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2.7 Classification 

The task of classification is to learn a function that maps data to the 

available set of classes. A classifier learns from a training set containing a 

large number of already mapped objects for each class. The training 

objects are considered to be labeled with the name of the class they 

belong to. Classification is also called supervised learning because it is 

directed by these labeled objects. 

Classification is an extensively researched topic in data mining and 

machine learning. The main hurdle to leveraging the existing 

classification methods is that these assume record data with a fixed 

number of attributes. In general, people dealing with sequence data use to 

convert the data into non-sequential data and then apply traditional 

classification algorithm. [Dav08] 

 

2.8 Clustering 
Data mining can quite often be defined as a useful hidden knowledge 

extraction process from a huge database. Basically, two types of 

techniques, supervised and unsupervised, are using to extract this 

knowledge. When the problem is not predefined, then the researcher 

always chooses the unsupervised technique to solve their problems. A 

good number of unsupervised techniques introduced by researchers and 

are free for use. K-means algorithm is an old unsupervised technique but 

still it is a popular technique. The job of unsupervised technique is called 

clustering. [Dav08] 

Clustering, defined broadly, is the grouping of similar objects. More 

specifically, clustering is the unsupervised classification of patterns into 

groups based upon similarity, where a pattern is a representation of 

features or observations made on an object. Upon first glance, the 

problem of clustering is quite similar to that of classification. It should be 
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noted, however, that the key difference between the two is the 

unsupervised nature of clustering. Traditional supervised classification 

involves a special input training set or predefined set of classes into 

which objects are placed, whereas clustering attempts to derive 

meaningful classes solely from the data. [Mec06] 

Clustering is often a critical component of the data mining or 

knowledge discovery process. Data mining tasks frequently involve large 

amounts of data, and clustering methods may be employed during the 

data transformation stage of the knowledge discovery process doing so 

effectively abstracts or compresses the data and allows the subsequent 

data mining algorithms to treat each data cluster as a single datum. 

Clustering may also be utilized to aid the practitioner in visualizing and 

interpreting data mining results, possibly revealing previously unknown 

tendencies in the data. [Mec06] 

Clustering techniques apply when there is no class to be predicted 

but rather when the instances are to be divided into natural groups. These 

clusters presumably reflect some mechanism at work in the domain from 

which instances are drawn, a mechanism that causes some instances to 

bear a stronger resemblance to each other than they do to the remaining 

instances. Clustering naturally requires different techniques to the 

classification and association learning methods. [Ian05] And one of these 

techniques is the K-means. 

 

2.8.1 K-means Method Technique 
The k-means algorithm is the best known partitional clustering 

algorithm. It is perhaps also the most widely used among all clustering 

algorithms due to its simplicity and efficiency. Given a set of data points 

and the required number of k clusters (k is specified by the user), this 
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algorithm iteratively partitions the data into k clusters based on a distance 

function. [Bin07] 

The aim of the k-means (which also goes by the names of the c-

means or iterative relocation or basic ISODATA) algorithm is to partition 

the data into k clusters so that the within-group sum of squares is 

minimized. The simplest form of the k-means algorithm is based on 

alternating two procedures. The first is one of assignment of objects to 

groups. An object is usually assigned to the group to whose mean it is 

closest in the Euclidean sense. The second procedure is the calculation of 

new group means based on the assignments. The process terminates when 

no movement of an object to another group will reduce the within-group 

sum of squares. [And02] 

The k-Means or ISODATA clustering algorithm is the most popular 

example of an algorithm that performs iterative adjustment of c (k in the 

original algorithm version) cluster centroids. It has a distinct application 

from the tree clustering methods since it is intended to yield a clustering 

solution for an arbitrarily large number of patterns and for a previously 

defined number of clusters. The choice of the number of clusters can be 

made by performing tree clustering either in a smaller set of data or in a 

reduced dimension space obtained for instance by multidimensional 

scaling. [Mar01] 

 

K-means Algorithm 

Let the set of data points (or instances) D be 

       {x1, x2, …,xn}, 

Where xi = (xi1, xi2, …, xir) is a vector in a real-valued space 
rX ℜ⊆ r, and r is the number of attributes in the data (or the number of 

dimensions of the data space). The k-means algorithm partitions the 

given data into k clusters. Each cluster has a cluster center, which is also 
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called the cluster centroid. The centroid, usually used to represent the 

cluster, is simply the mean of all the data points in the cluster, which 

gives the name to the algorithm, i.e., since there are k clusters, thus k 

means. Figure gives the k-means clustering algorithm. [Bin07] 

 
Figure 2.7: The K-means algorithm 

 

In the first step, the algorithm randomly selects K data points to be 

the seeds. MacQueen’s algorithm simply takes the first K records. In 

cases where the records have some meaningful order, it may be desirable 

to choose widely spaced records, or a random selection of records. Each 

of the seeds is an embryonic cluster with only one element. [Mic04] 

It then computes the distance between each seed centroid and every 

data point. Each data point is assigned to the centroid that is closest to it. 

A centroid and its data points therefore represent a cluster. Once all the 

data points in the data are assigned, the centroid for each cluster is re-

computed using the data points in the current cluster. This process repeats 

until a stopping criterion is met. The stopping (or convergence) criterion 

can be any one of the following: 

1. no (or minimum) re-assignments of data points to different 

clusters. 

2. no (or minimum) change of centroids. 

3. minimum decrease in the sum of squared error (SSE), 
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Where k is the number of required clusters, Cj is the jth cluster, mj is the 

centroid of cluster Cj (the mean vector of all the data points in Cj), and 

dist(x, mj) is the distance between data point x and centroid mj. 

And figure (2.8) show three iterations of the K-means applied on a set of 

data points in a 2-dimensional space. [Bin07] 

 
Figure 2.8: The working of the K-means algorithm 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 



  

 

 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents an implementation of the Video Retrieval 

System (VRS), and a detailed description for each part. This system 

contains in addition to the main steps for performing system task, a set of 

steps which helps in reducing calculation time (such as Down-Sampling, 

and Quantization). 

VRS has two phases. These are: video database construction 

(enrollment phase) and video retrieval (query-matching phase). The main 

purpose of enrollments phase is to extract features from the input videos 

(collection of video shots) and store these features into files as a database 

of different classes which is used later in retrieval operation. The input for 

the query-matching phase is a video file that contains different shots. After 

selecting one of these shots it will be separated for extracting the features 

from it. Then, these features will be compared to the centroids of the 

classes in the constructed video DB. The files in the nearest class will be 

shown as results of retrieving operation. 

The structure of the established system and the functionality of its 

modules will be discussed in details in the next sections. 

 
3.2 The VRS Module 

The general structure of the VRS is illustrated in figure (3.1). It 

consists of two basic modules: video database construction and video 

retrieval modules. The input to the first module is a collection of 
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uncompressed AVI (Audio\Video Interleaved) videos' shots. The data of 

this collection of AVI videos' features is passed through a set of operations 

to produce a database of videos' features; these features will be used in the 

second module to retrieve the similar AVI videos of an input uncompressed 

AVI video shot. 

Each of the two modules went through a sequence of related 

operations that accomplish the system's task. 

 

a. Videos database construction 
Figure 3.1: The System Model 
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3.3 Video Database Construction module 

As shown in figure (3.1a), the video database construction sub 

modules are: loading the AVI video files, then its output will be directed to 

frames extraction module, color conversion module, down-sampling 

module, features extraction module, and as a final step, the K-means 

module that classify the videos' shots into a set of classes according to the 

extracted features. Each one will be described in the next sections. 

Finding the 
similar videos 
by comparison 

 

b. Video retrieval 
Figure 3.1: The System Model 
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3.3.1 Loading AVI video files and frames extraction 
Modules 

The input to loading module is a collection of AVI video files that had 

been collected from video different websites and TV networks reports and 

documentaries. 

By using an external library like (avifil32.dll - Dynamic Link Library 

which exists in different versions of Microsoft Windows in system32 folder 

that holds all the libraries of the operating system) makes it easier to load 

the video file and extract frames from it because it had all the functions that 

deal with the AVI file for example: 

• AVIFileOpen: opens the AVI file as binary to get the file header and 

check the file type signature. 

•  AVIFileInfo: gets information about the opened AVI file (like the 

number of frames, height, width, …,etc). 

•  AVIStreamGetFrame: gets the frames from the opened AVI file 

after having the information of the beginning and the end of the 

frames from another included function. 

 

BMP (Bitmap) image files would be created depending on the 

information gained from the above mentioned functions. Also the contents 

of the image files which are consist of the extracted frame and a standard 

BMP header image file. The Created BMP images saved in a temporary 

folder created in the application path. All the mentioned operations were 

illustrated in Algorithm (3.1). 
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Algorithm (3.1) Convert AVI file 
Goal: Convert AVI file to BMP files in a temporary folder 
Input: 

AVI file. 
Output: 

BMP images. //frames. 
noofframes. // number of frames. 
width. //width of the frame. 
Hgt. //height of the frame. 

Step1: Call AVIFileInit // opens AVIFile library "avifil32.dll" which exists in 
windows 

Set Res←AVIFileOpen(pAVIFile, szFile, OF_READ, &0). 
Step2:Check If Res is not equal to 0 Then 

Output Unable to open this file 
Else 

Set hr←AVIFileInfo(pAVIFile, fileInfo, 108) 
Check If hr is not equal to 0 Then 

Output Error Unable to open AVI file info 
End If 
Set H←fileInfo.dwHeight 
Set W←fileInfo.dwWidth 
Set Res ← AVIFileGetStream (pAVIFile, pAVIStream, 

streamtypeVIDEO, 0) 
Set firstframe←AVIStreamStart(pAVIStream) 
Check If firstframe is equal to -1 Then 

Output Error 
Else 

Set numFrames←AVIStreamLength(pAVIStream) 
Check If  numFrames is equal to  -1 Then 

Output Error 
Else 

Set Totalframes←numFrames 
Set pGetFrameObj←AVIStreamGetFrameOpen(pAVIStream, 

bih) //force function to return 24bit DIBS 
Check If pGetFrameObj is equal to 0 Then 

SetGetFrameObj←AVIStreamGetFrameOpen(pAVIStream
,ByVal AVIGETFRAMEF_BESTDISPLAYFMT) 

Check If pGetFrameObj is equal to 0 Then 
Output Error No suitable decompressor found for this 

video stream 
End If 

End If Continue 
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3.3.2 RGB to HSL Conversion 

The RGB frames are converted to H, S, and L bands using the 

equations (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8) respectively. S and L bands are different 

from H, where H is an angle; therefore an additional step is appended in the 

RGB to HSL algorithm to control the H value from increasing more than 

360o, so that the color will be in the safe range (0o-360o). 

The mapping operation is illustrated in algorithm (3.2): 

Set dib←New cdib 
For all i Do {where firstframe≤i≤(numFrames - 1)+firstframe} 

Set pDIB←AVIStreamGetFrame(pGetFrameObj, i) 
Check If dib.CreateFromPackedDIBPointer(pDIB) Then 

 On Error Resume Next 
Call MakeDirectory App.path & "\temporary" 
Call dib.WriteToFile(App.path & "\temporary\" & i & 

".bmp")  
End If 

End For 
End If 

End If 
End If 
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Algorithm (3.2) Color Transformation RGB to HSL 
Goal: Convert images from RGB to HSL color transformation 
Input: 

Pics //Array of Images in RGB color model. 
Output: 

Ycc //Array of Images in HSL color model. 

Step1: For all i Do {where FirstImage≤i≤LastImage} 
For all j Do {where 0≤j≤Hm} // Hm stands for Height -1 

For all k Do {where 0≤k≤Wm} // Wm stands for Width -1 
Set R←Pics(i).R(k, j)/256 
Set G←Pics(i).G(k, j)/256 
Set B←Pics(i).B(K, J)/256 
Check If R≥G Then 

Set Max←R 
Else 

Set Max←G 
End If 
Check If Max<B Then 

Set Max←B 
End If 
Check If R≤G Then 

Set Min←R 
Else 

Set Min←G 
End If 
Check If Min>B Then 

Set Min←B 
End If 
Set L←(Max+Min)/2 
Check If Max is equal to Min Then 

Initialize H and S by 0  //Achromatic 
Else 

Set D←Max-Min 
Check If L>0.5 Then 

Set S←D/(2-Max-Min) 
Else 

Set S←D/(Max+Min) 
End If 
Check If Max is equal to R Then 

Set H←(G-B)/D 
Check If G<B Then 

Increase H by 6 Continue 
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3.3.3 RGB to YCbCr Conversion 
This module is used to convert the RGB frames to YCbCr according to 

equation (2.5), as shown in Algorithm (3.3): 

 
  

Algorithm (3.3) Color Transformation RGB to YCbCr 
Goal: Convert images from RGB to YCbCr color transformation 
Input: Pics //Array of Images in RGB color model. 
Output: Ycc //Array of Images in YCbCr color model. 
 
Step1: Initialize x by 0 

For all i Do {where FirstImage≤i≤LastImage} 
For all j Do {where 0≤j≤Hm} 

For all k Do {where 0≤k≤Wm} 
Ycc(x, k, j).Y =  0.2989 * Pics(i).R(k, j) +  0.5866 * Pics(i).G(k, 

j) +  0.1145 * Pics(i).B(k, j). 
Ycc(x, k, j).Cb =  -0.168 * Pics(i).R(k, j) - 0.33 * Pics(i).G(k, j) 

+  0.498 * Pics(i).B(k, j)) +  128 
Ycc(x, k, j).Cr =  0.498 * Pics(i).R(k, j) - 0.417 * Pics(i).G(k, j) 

- 0.081 * Pics(i).B(k, j)) +  128 
End For 

End For 
Increase x by 1 

End For 

End If 
Else If Max is equal to G Then 

Set H← (B-R)/D+2 
Else If Max is equal to B Then 

Set H←(R-G)/D+4 
End If 
Set H←H/6 

End If 
Check If (H*60)>180 Then 

Set Ycc(i, k, j).Y←360-H*60 
Else 

Set Ycc(i, k, j).Y←H*60 
End If 
Set Ycc(i, k, j).Cr←L*256 
Set Yc(i, k, j).Cb←S*256 

End For 
End For 

End For 
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3.3.4 Down-Sampling 
The goal of this operation is to take the average representation as 

clarified in figure (2.6) and minifying the images. 

 

3.3.5 Run-length features extraction 
The goal of this step is to extract texture features from the LL sub-

band from the Down-Sampling as mentioned before. 

Algorithm (3.4) Down-Sampling Algorithm 
Goal: Applying Down-Sampling algorithm on one band 
Input:Level // Down-Sampling Level 

The three bands //Y, Cb, and Cr 
Wm, Hm //Width and Height of the image 

Output: 
D_Sample //Y, Cb, and Cr or H, S, and L after applying Down-Sampling 

algorithm on them 
 

Step1: Set wtemp←Wm 
Set htemp←Hm 

Step2: For all iL Do {where 1≤iL≤Level} 
Set W2←wtemp/2 
Set H2←htemp/2 
Step3:For all i Do {where 0≤i≤LastImage-FirstImage} 

      For all iy Do {where 0≤iy≤H2} 
    Set yy←2*iy 
    Set yp←yy+1 
       For all ix Do {where 0≤ix≤W2} 

       Set xx←2*ix 
       Set Xp←xx+1  
       Set D_Sample (i, ix, iy).Y←(Ycc(i, xx, yy).Y+Ycc(i, xx, 

yp).Y+Ycc(i, Xp, yy).Y+Ycc(i, Xp, yp).Y)/4 
      Set D_Sample (i, ix, iy).Cb← (Ycc(i, xx, yy).Cb+Ycc(i, xx, 

yp).Cb+Ycc(i, Xp, yy).Cb+Ycc(i, Xp, yp).Cb)/4 
     Set D_Sample (i, ix, iy).Cr←(Ycc(i, xx, yy).Cr+Ycc(i, xx, 

yp).Cr+Ycc(i, Xp, yy).Cr+Ycc(i, Xp, yp).Cr)/4 
  End For 

  End For 
   End For 
  Set wtemp←W2  
 Set htemp←H2 

End For 
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The output is an array of 11 features for each frame in the video, then 

the mean absolute difference is calculated for all of the frames to the same 

video to produce a feature vector for each video file. 

The Creation of the R array which contains the runs in all of the video 

frames then directed to the Run Length features calculation algorithm, this 

creation illustrated in algorithm (3.5). This algorithm written with psedo 

code description. For complete details, see algorithm (A.1) appendix A. 

 
The equations that compute the Run Length features are (2.18) to 

(2.28) will be illustrated in algorithm (3.6). For complete details, see 

algorithm (A.2) in Appendix A. 

Algorithm (3.5) Generate RunLength Matrix 
Goal: Generate the R() (Run-Length) array that contains all the runs for a video 

Input:QuantGray()// array of the quantized the  input color band 
Theta//the angle of the runs 

Output: 
R()//Run-Length array that contains all the runs in an input video 

Step1: Set Glevelm←Glevel – 1 
Call Higtm←H2 – 1 
Call Widm←W2 – 1 
Check If Theta is equal to 0 Then 

Compute all the run lengths from the QuantGry array when 
Theta angle value equals 0 then store the runs in R array 

 
Else If Theta is equal to 45 Then 

Compute all the run lengths from the QuantGry array when 
Theta angle value equals 45 then store the runs in R array 
and  for one of the cases  W2 >  H2 or  H2 >  W2  

 
Else If Theta is equal to 90 Then 

 Compute all the run lengths from the QuantGry array 
when Theta angle value equals 90 then store the runs in R 
array 

 
Else If Theta is equal to 135 Then 

Compute all the run lengths from the QuantGry array 
when Theta angle value equals 45 then store 
the runs in R array and  for one of the cases  
W2 >  H2 or  H2 >  W2  
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Algorithm (3.6) Compute Run Length Features 
Goal: Calculate the Run-Length features 

Input:R()//Run-Length array that contains all of the runs for the input video 
ThetaThe angle of the runs 

Output: 
RLfeats()//the array of Run-Length features 

Step1: Set Rhigt←Glevel – 1 
Check If Theta is equal to 0 Then 

Set Rwid←W2 
Else If Theta is equal to 45 Then 

Check If W2 >  H2 Then 
Set Rwid←H2 

Else 
Set Rwid←W2 

End If 
Else If Theta is equal to 90 Then 

Set Rwid←H2 
Else If Theta is equal to 135 Then 

Check If W2 >  H2 Then 
Set Rwid←H2 

Else 
Set Rwid←W2 

End If 
End If 

Step2: Initialize Sum to 0 
For all i Do {Where  0 ≤i≤Rhigt} 

For all J Do {Where 1≤J≤Rwid} 
Set Sum←Sum +  R(i, J) 

End For 
End For 

Step3: Initialize Sum1 to 0 
Compute the Short Run Emphasis feature 
Set RLFeats.SRE←Sum1 / Sum 

Step4: Initialize Sum1 to 0 
 Compute The Long Run Emphasis feature 

Set RLFeats.LRE←Sum1 / Sum 
Step5: Initialize Sum1 to 0 
 Compute the Gray Level Non-Uniformity feature 

Set RLFeats.GLNU←Sum1/Sum 

         
 

Continue 
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After computing the Down-Sampled image, the quantization color 

band array (Temp_Mean_Runlength) should be computed for D_Sample, as 

shown in Algorithm (3.7). For complete details, see algorithm (A.3) 

 

  

 

 
 
 

 

 

Step6: Initialize Sum1 to 0 
 Compute the Run Length Non-Uniformity Feature 

Set RLFeats.RLNU←Sum1/Sum 
 
Step7:Compute the Run Percentage feature 

 Set RLFeats.RP←Sum/Rwid*Rhigt 
 

Step8: Initialize Sum1 to 0 
 Compute the Low Gray Level Run Emphasis feature 

Set RLFeats.LGRE←Sum1/Sum 
Step9: Initialize Sum1 to 0 

Compute High Gray Level Run Emphasis feature 
Set RLFeats.HGRE←Sum1/Sum 
 

Step10: Initialize Sum1←0 
 Compute Short Run Low Gray Level Emphasis feature 

Set RLFeats.SRLGE←Sum1/Sum 
 

Step11: Initialize Sum1←0 
Compute Short Run High Gray Level Emphasis feature 
Set RLFeats.SRHGE←Sum1/Sum 
 

 Step12: Initialize Sum1 to 0 
Compute Low Run Low Gray Level Emphasis feature 
Set RLFeats.LRLGE←Sum1/Sum 
 

Step13: Initialize Sum1 to 0 
Compute Low Run High Gray Level Emphasis feature  
Set RLFeats.LRHGE←Sum1/Sum 
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Algorithm (3.7) Quanti 
Goal: quantizing the input D_Sample array from Down_Sampling algorithm 
Input D_Sample()//array of that is resulted from the Down_Sampling algorithm 

LastImage//the last image in the input video shot 
FirstImage//the first image in the input video shot 
RLFeats//the array of the run-length features 

Output: 
Fll//text file that contains the output results 
Temp_Mean_Runlength()//array contains the output quantized features 

Step1: Set Glevel←64 
For all i Do {Where 0≤i≤LastImage - FirstImage} 

Set Fll←i&"LL_y" 
For all K Do {Where 0≤K≤W2} 

For all J Do {Where 0≤J≤H2} 
                            Set QuantGry(K, J)←( D_Sample(i, K, J).y +  256) * 64 Div 512 

End For 
End For 
Call Run_Length 
Write RLFeats array to File of name Fll 
Compute the Temp_Mean_Runlength array for band Y from array 

RLFeats that  resulted from Run_Length  
 

Set Fll←i&"LL_cb" 
For all K Do {Where 0≤K≤W2} 

For all J Do {Where 0≤J≤H2} 
Set QuantGry(K, J)←( D_Sample(i, K, J).Cb+256)*64 Div 512 

End For 
End For 
Call Run_Length 
Write RLFeats array to File of name Fll 
Compute the Temp_Mean_Runlength array for band Cb from array 

RLFeats that  resulted from Run_Length  
 

Set Fll←i&"LL_cr" 
For all K Do {Where 0≤K≤W2} 

For all J Do {Where 0≤J≤H2} 
Set QuantGry(K, J)←( D_Sample(i, K, J).Cr+255)*64 Div 512 

End For 
End For 
Call Run_Length 
Write RLFeats array to File of name Fll 
Compute the Temp_Mean_Runlength array for band Cb from array 

RLFeats that  resulted from Run_Length  
End For 

Step2: Set i←LastImage – FirstImage 
Divide Temp_Mean_Runlength by i  to obtain the mean valueto the three 

bands Y, Cb, and Cr 
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3.3.6 Moment invariants features extraction  
The goal of this step is to extract Moment Invariants features; this will 

be accomplished using equations (2.11) to (2.17) sequentially which are 

implemented in algorithm (3.8). 

 

Algorithm (3.8) Moment Invariants 
Goal: extracting Moment invariants features  
Input: D_Sample()//array of that is resulted from the Down-Sampling algorithm 

LastImage//last image of the input video shot 
FirstImage//first image of the input video shot 

Output: 
Mmnt_1()//array of extracted images'  first moment invariants 
Mmnt_2()//array of extracted images'  second moment invariants 
Mmnt_3()//array of extracted images'  third moment invariants 
Mmnt_4()//array of extracted images'  forth moment invariants 
Mmnt_5()//array of extracted images'  fifth moment invariants 
Mmnt_6()//array of extracted images'  sixth moment invariants 
Mmnt_7()//array of extracted images'  seventh moment invariants 
Temp_Mean_Moment()//array that contains the Moment invariants 
features  

Step1: Initialize yy to 1 
For all i Do {Where 0≤i≤LastImage-FirstImage} 

Call mew 0, 0, i, s2 
Step1:Call mew 3, 0, i, s1//Computes the central Moment for p=3,q=0 

Set n30(0).y←s1(0).y/s2(0).yyy 
Set n30(0).Cb←s1(0).Cb/s2(0).Cbyy 
Set n30(0).Cr←s1(0).Cr/s2(0).Cryy 

Repeat Step1 for the functions mew (0,3), mew (2,1), mew 
(1,2), mew (1,1), mew (0,2), and  mew(2,0) to 
produce n03, n21, n12, n11, n02, and n20 

Step2: Set Mmnt_1(i, 0).y←n20(0).y+n02(0).y 
Set TT_y← n20(0).y - n02(0).y 
Set Mmnt_2(i, 0).y←TT_y*TT_y+4*n11(0).y*n11(0).y 
Set TT_y1←n30(0).y-3*n12(0).y 
Set TT_y2←3*n21(0).y-n03(0).y 
Set Mmnt_3(i, 0).y←TT_y1*TT_y1+TT_y2*TT_y2 
Set TT_y4←n30(0).y+n12(0).y 
Set TT_y5←n21(0).y+n03(0).y 
Set Mmnt_4(i, 0).y←TT_y4*TT_y4+TT_y5*TT_y5 
Set TT_y6←TT_y4*TT_y4-3*TT_y5*TT_y5 
Set TT_y7←TT_y2*TT_y5*3*TT_y4*TT_y4-TT_y5*TT_y5 
Set Mmnt_5(i, 0).y←TT_y1*TT_y4*TT_y6+TT_y7 
SetMmnt_6(i,0).y←TT_y*TT_y4*TT_y4-TT_y5 

*TT_y5+4*n11(0).y*TT_y4*TT_y5 
Set Mmnt_7(i, 0).y←TT_y2*TT_y4*TT_y6+TT_y7 
 

 
Continue 
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Repeat Step2 for the color sub-bands Cb and Cr instead of the color 
band Y 

Step3: Write Mmnt_1(i, 0).y, Mmnt_2(i, 0).y, Mmnt_3(i, 0).y, 
Mmnt_4(i,  0).y, Mmnt_5(i, 0).y, Mmnt_6(i, 0).y, and 
Mmnt_7(i, 0).y to File 

Repeat Step3 for the color sub-bands Cb and Cr instead of the color 
band Y 

 
Step4: Set Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_1.y← 

Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_1.y+Mmnt_1(i, 0).y 
Set Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_2.y← 

Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_2.y+Mmnt_2(i, 0).y 
Set Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_3.y← 

Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_3.y+Mmnt_3(i, 0).y 
Set Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_4.y← 

Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_4.y+Mmnt_4(i, 0).y 
Set Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_5.y← 

Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_5.y+Mmnt_5(i, 0).y 
Set Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_6.y← 

Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_6.y+Mmnt_6(i, 0).y 
Set Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_7.y← 

Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_7.y+Mmnt_7(i, 0).y 
Repeat Step4 for the color sub-bands Cb and Cr instead of the color 

band Y 
End For 
Set i←LastImage – FirstImage 

Step5: Set Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_1.y← 
Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_1.y / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_2.y← 
Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_2.y / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_3.y← 
Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_3.y / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_4.y← 
Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_4.y / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_5.y← 
Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_5.y / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_6.y← 
Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_6.y / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_7.y← 
Temp_Mean_Moment(Count_i).Mmnt_7.y / i 

Repeat Step5 for the color sub-bands Cb and Cr instead of the color band Y 
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3.3.7 Decision Maker 
The goal from this step is to combine the resulted color bands of the 

features from Run-length and Moment invariant algorithms according to 

some tested and standard ratios that will make it easier to cluster the videos 

into specified classes. 

The standard ratios for Y, Cb, and Cr are 0.70: 0.15: 0.15 respectively 

and the tested ratios were used for H, S, and L is 020: 0.25: 0.55 

respectively. The Decision Maker module is illustrated in algorithm (3.7). 

 
 

Algorithm (3.7) Decision Maker 
Goal: Combining the color bands into one value 
Input:Color_Conv_Flag//Boolean value to distinct from YCbCr and HSL 

Count_i//Integer value as the number of input video files 
Output:Dec_Runlength()//array of the decision for Run-length 

Dec_Moment()//array of the decision for Moment Invariant 

Step1: Check If Color_Conv_Flag Then 
Set P1_dec←0.20 
Set P2_dec←0.25 
Set P3_dec←0.50 

Else 
Set P1_dec←0.7 
Set P2_dec←0.15 
Set P3_dec←0.15 

End If 
For all Dec_Count Do {Where 0≤Dec_Count≤Count_i} 

Step2:Set Dec_Runlength(Dec_Count).GLNU← 
(P1_dec*Temp_Mean_Runlength(Dec_Count).GLNU.y)+  
(P2_dec*Temp_Mean_Runlength(Dec_Count).GLNU.Cb)+  
(P3_dec*Temp_Mean_Runlength(Dec_Count).GLNU.Cr) 

Repeat step2 for the rest of the Temp_Mean_Runlength features (SRE, 
LRE, RLNU, RP, LGRE, HGRE, SRLGE, SRHGE, 
LRLGE, and LRHGE)for the Y, Cb, and Cr bands to result 
Dec_runlength features ((SRE, LRE, RLNU, RP, LGRE, 
HGRE, SRLGE, SRHGE, LRLGE, and LRHGE) for the 
three combined bands  

Step3:Set Dec_Moment(Dec_Count).Mmnt_1← 
(P1_dec*Temp_Mean_Moment(Dec_Count).Mmnt_1.y)+  
(P2_dec*Temp_Mean_Moment(Dec_Count).Mmnt_1.Cb)+  
(P3_dec*Temp_Mean_Moment(Dec_Count).Mmnt_1.Cr) 

       
 

Continue 
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3.3.8 K-means clustering 

The aim of using K-means method is to cluster the input videos to 

build the videos shots DB according to the output values of the Decision 

Maker algorithm, and according to the values of Run-length and Moment 

invariant features in two separate algorithms (3.8) and (3.9) respectively. 

 
Repeat step3 for the rest of Temp_Mean_Moment features (Mmnt_2, 

Mmnt_3, Mmnt_4, Mmnt_5, Mmnt_6, and Mmnt_7)for 
the Y, Cb, and Cr bands to result Dec_moment features 
(Mmnt_2, Mmnt_3, Mmnt_4, Mmnt_5, Mmnt_6, and 
Mmnt_7) for the three combined bands  

End For 
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Algorithm (3.8) K-means Runlength 
Goal: Clustering the input videos according to Run-length features 
Input: 

NoOfClasses //Number of Classes 
Count_i //integer value refer to the number of input videos 
Dec_Runlength()//array of the combined values resulted from Decision 
Maker algorithm 

Output: Count_Temp_Centroid_R() //array of the number of files in each class 
Centroid_R() //array of the classes cenroids  
Classes_R() //array of the belonging of files to which class 
 

Step1: Check If NoOfClasses ≥ Count_i Then 
Output Error 

Else 
For all Counter_Kmeans_R Do {Where 0 ≤ Counter_Kmeans_R ≤ 

NoOfClasses} 
Set Centroid_R(Counter_Kmeans_R)← 

Dec_Runlength(Counter_Kmeans_R) 
End For 
Initialize Dif_Check_R to 1 
Do Until Dif_Check_R is equal to 0 

Initialize Dif_Check_R to 0 
For all Counter_Kmeans_R Do {Where 0 ≤ Counter_Kmeans_R ≤ 

NoOfClasses} 
Set Old_Centroid_R(Counter_Kmeans_R)← 

Centroid_R(Counter_Kmeans_R) 
End For 
For all Counter_Kmeans_R Do {Where 0 ≤ Counter_Kmeans_R ≤ 

Count_i} 
For all Temp_Count_R Do {Where 0 ≤ Temp_Count_R ≤ 

NoOfClasses} 
Step2: Set Sum_Dif_R(Temp_Count_R)← 

Sum_Dif_R(Temp_Count_R)+  
|Centroid_R(Temp_Count_R).GLNU- 
Dec_Runlength(Counter_Kmeans_R).GLNU| 

Repeat Step2 for the rest of the Centroid_R and 
Dec_Runlength values (SRE, LRE, RLNU, 
RP, LGRE, HGRE, SRLGE, SRHGE, 
LRLGE, and LRHGE) 

Set Sum_Dif_R(Temp_Count_R)← 
Sum_Dif_R(Temp_Count_R) / 11 

End For 
Set Min_Dif_R←Sum_Dif_R(0) 
Set Min_Dif_Flag_R←False 
For all Temp_Count_R Do {Where 0 ≤ Temp_Count_R ≤ 

NoOfClasses} 
Check If Sum_Dif_R(Temp_Count_R)≤Min_Dif_R Then 
 

Continue 
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Set Min_Dif_R←Sum_Dif_R(Temp_Count_R) 
Increase Count_Temp_Centroid_R(Temp_Count_R) by 1 
Step3: Set Temp_Centroid_R(Temp_Count_R).GLNU← 

Temp_Centroid_R(Temp_Count_R).GLNU+ 
Dec_Runlength(Counter_Kmeans_R).GLNU 

Repeat Step3 for the rest of the Temp_Centroid_R and 
Dec_Runlength values (SRE, LRE, RLNU, 
RP, LGRE, HGRE, SRLGE, SRHGE, 
LRLGE, and LRHGE) 

Set Classes_R(Counter_Kmeans_R)←Temp_Count_R 
Set Min_Dif_Flag_R←True 

End If 
End For 

End For 
For all Temp_Count_R Do {Where 0 ≤ Temp_Count_R ≤ 

NoOfClasses} 
Step4: Set Centroid_R(Temp_Count_R).GLNU← 

Temp_Centroid_R(Temp_Count_R).GLNU/ 
Count_Temp_Centroid_R(Temp_Count_R) 

Repeat Step4 for the rest of the Temp_Centroid_R and 
Centroid_R values (SRE, LRE, RLNU, RP, 
LGRE, HGRE, SRLGE, SRHGE, LRLGE, and 
LRHGE) 

End For 
For all Counter_Kmeans_R Do {Where 0 ≤ Counter_Kmeans_R ≤ 

NoOfClasses} 
Step5: Set Dif_Check_R←Dif_Check_R+ 

|Old_Centroid_R(Counter_Kmeans_R).GLNU- 
Centroid_R(Counter_Kmeans_R).GLNU| 

Repeat Step5 for the rest of the Centroid_R and 
Old_Centroid_R values (SRE, LRE, RLNU, RP, 
LGRE, HGRE, SRLGE, SRHGE, LRLGE, and 
LRHGE) 

Set Dif_Check_R←Dif_Check_R / 11 
End For 

End Do 
Write NoOfClasses, Count_i, Centroid_R, Classes_R, and 

Count_Temp_Centroid_R to File 
End If 
For all Temp_Count_R Do {Where 0≤Temp_Count_R≤Count_i} 

Write Classes_R(Temp_Count_R), and  
File_Db(Temp_Count_R).filename  to File 

End For 
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Algorithm (3.9) K-means Moment 
Goal: Clustering the input videos according to Moment Invariant  features 
Input: 

 NoOfClasses //Number of Classes 
Count_i //integer value refer to the number of input videos 
Dec_Runlength()//array of the combined values resulted from Decision 
Maker algorithm 

Output: Count_Temp_Centroid_M //array of the number of files in each class 
Centroid_M //array of the classes cenroids  
Classes_M() //array of the belonging of files to which class 

 

Step1: Check If NoOfClasses ≥ Count_i Then 
Output Error 

Else 
For all Counter_Kmeans Do {Where 0 ≤ Counter_Kmeans ≤ 

NoOfClasses} 
Set Centroid(Counter_Kmeans)←Dec_Moment(Counter_Kmeans) 

End For 
Initialize Dif_Check to 1 
Do Until Dif_Check equal to 0 

Initialize Dif_Check to 0 
For all Counter_Kmeans Do {Where 0 ≤ Counter_Kmeans ≤ 

NoOfClasses} 
SetOld_Centroid(Counter_Kmeans)←Centroid(Counter_Kmeans) 

End For 
For all Counter_Kmeans Do {Where 0≤Counter_Kmeans≤Count_i} 

For all Temp_Count Do {Where 0≤Temp_Count≤NoOf Classes} 
Set Min_Dif_Flag ← False 

Step2:Set Sum_Dif(Temp_Count) ← 
Sum_Dif(Temp_Count)+ |Centroid(Temp_Count).

Mmnt_1-Dec_Moment(Counter_Kmeans). Mmnt_1| 
Repeat Step2 for the rest of the Centroid and Dec_Moment 

values (Mmnt_2, Mmnt_3, Mmnt_4, 
Mmnt_5, Mmnt_6, and Mmnt_7) 

End For 
Set Min_Dif ← Sum_Dif(0) 
For all Temp_Count Do {Where 1≤Temp_Count≤NoOfClasses} 

Check If Sum_Dif(Temp_Count) <  Min_Dif Then 
Set Min_Dif ← Sum_Dif(Temp_Count) 
Increase Count_Temp_Centroid(Temp_Count) by 1 
Step3: Set Temp_Centroid(Temp_Count).Mmnt_1← 

Temp_Centroid(Temp_Count).Mmnt_1+  
Dec_Moment(Counter_Kmeans).Mmnt_1 

Repeat Step3 for the rest of the Temp_ Centroid and 
Dec_Moment values (Mmnt_2, Mmnt_3, 
Mmnt_4, Mmnt_5, Mmnt_6, and Mmnt_7) 

 
Continue 
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The final step will be saving the output of the K-means algorithm into 

a Binary file for Run-length and another one for Moment invariant so that 

to be used in the retrieval phase. 

 
Set Min_Dif_Flag←True 

End If 
End For 
Check If Not (Min_Dif_Flag) Then 

Initialize Classes(Counter_Kmeans) to 0 
Increase Count_Temp_Centroid(0) by 1 
Step4: Set Temp_Centroid(0).Mmnt_1←  

Temp_Centroid(0).Mmnt_1 +  
 Dec_Moment(Counter_Kmeans).Mmnt_1 

Repeat Step4 for the rest of the Temp_ Centroid and 
Dec_Moment values (Mmnt_2, Mmnt_3, 
Mmnt_4, Mmnt_5, Mmnt_6, and Mmnt_7) 

End If 
End For 
For all Temp_Count Do {Where 0≤Temp_Count≤NoOfClasses} 

Step5: Set Centroid(Temp_Count).Mmnt_1← 
Temp_Centroid(Temp_Count).Mmnt_1/ 
Count_Temp_Centroid(Temp_Count) 

Repeat Step5 for the rest of the Centroid and 
Count_Temp_Centroid values (Mmnt_2, 
Mmnt_3, Mmnt_4, Mmnt_5, Mmnt_6, and 
Mmnt_7) 

 
End For 

For all Counter_Kmeans Do {Where 0 ≤ Counter_Kmeans ≤ 
NoOfClasses} 

Step6:Set Dif_Check←Dif_Check+   
|Old_Centroid(Counter_Kmeans).Mmnt_1-
Centroid(Counter_Kmeans).Mmnt_1| 

Repeat Step6 for the rest of the Old_Centroid and Centroid 
values (Mmnt_2, Mmnt_3, Mmnt_4, Mmnt_5, 
Mmnt_6, and Mmnt_7) 

End For 
End Do 
Write NoOfClasses, Count_i, Centroid, Classes, and 

Count_Temp_Centroid to File 
For all Temp_Count Do {Where 0≤Temp_Count≤Count_i} 

Write Classes(Temp_Count), File_Db(Temp_Count).filename to 
File 

End For 
End If 
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3.4 Video Retrieval 

In this phase, Many steps are common with the offline phase, but it is 

applied on a single input video shot and these common steps are: AVI 

loading, frames extraction, saving frames as BMP images, RGB to YCbCr 

or HSL color conversions, Down-Sampling, Features extraction (Run-

length or Moment Invariant), and Decision Maker. 

The other steps of the retrieval phase are (Shot Detection, and Video 

Recognition). 

3.4.1 Shot Detection  
The goal of this step is to detect the boundaries of the shots according 

to the difference between the histograms of the sequential images in the 

same video. The difference is calculated according to equation (2.1). 

The calculation of one image histogram is illustrated in algorithm (3.10). 

 

 
 

After applying algorithm (3.10) on all of the videos' images, Frame 

Subtraction algorithm is applied on the calculated histogram to find the 

shot boundaries. Frame Subtraction is illustrated in algorithm (3.11). 

Algorithm (3.10) Histogram  
Goal: Calculate the histogram of each picture 
Input: 

 Pics()//array of R,G, and B bands for the input image 
Output:  

G()//array of the histogram of the input image 

Step1: For all  i2 Do {Where 0≤i2≤Totalframes} 
For all  y2 Do {Where 0≤y2≤Hm} 

For all x2 Do {Where 0≤x2≤Wm} 
Set tempr←(Pics(i2).R(x2,y2)+Pics(i2).G(x2,y2)+  

Pics(i2).B(x2,y2)) Div 3 
Increase G(i2, tempr) by 1 

End For 
End For 

End For 
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3.4.2 Video Recognition 
The closest class found by subtracting the features vector from the 

centroids that represent the classes of the videos' shots and find the closest 

class to the input video then retrieving the videos' shots of this class after 

sorting them in descending order according to their closeness to the input 

one, then viewing the matched videos. 

The Insertion Sort was used as a sorting algorithm for sorting videos' 

shots in descendent order according to the difference between the input file 

and classes' videos shots as illustrated in algorithm (3.12). 

Algorithm (3.11) Frames Subtraction 
Goal: find the Cut boundaries (scene change) of the input video 
Input: 

 G()//the histogram array 
Output:  

Scene()//array of the indexes of the boundaries  
 

Step1: For all x3 Do {Where 1≤x3≤Totalframes} 
For all y3 Do {Where 0≤y3≤255} 

Set temp(x3)←(temp(x3)+(G(x3 - 1, y3)-G(x3, y3)*(G(x3 - 1, y3)- 
G(x3, y3)) 

End For 
Set meang←meang+temp(x3) 
Write temp(x3) to File 

End For 
Step2: Set meang←meang Div (Totalframes - 1) 

Initialize Scene(0) to 0 
Initialize Scene_in to 0 

Step3: For all x3 Do {Where 1≤x3≤Totalframes} 
Check If temp(x3) ≥ meang*30 Then 

Increase Scene_in by 1 
Write Scene_in to File 
Set Scene(Scene_in)←x3 
Write Scene(Scene_in) to File 

Else 
Write x3 to File 

End If 
End For 
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Algorithm (3.12) Insrtion Sort 
Goal: Applying insertion sort to the videos of the same class according to the input 

video 
Input: 

 Ret_Array_Size//the size of the unsorted input array 
Output:  

Unsorted_Ret()//Array that contains sorted elements 

Step1: Check If Ret_Array_Size ≥ 2 Then 
For all Count_Ret_i Do {Where 1≤Count_Ret_i≤Ret_Array_Size} 

Set Sort_Flag←True 
Set Count_Ret_j←Count_Ret_i 
Do Until (Count_Ret_j <  1) And Sort_Flag is False 

Chek If Unsorted_Ret(Count_Ret_j).Diff >   
Unsorted_Ret(Count_Ret_j - 1).Diff Then 

Set Temp_Sort←Unsorted_Ret(Count_Ret_j) 
Set Unsorted_Ret(Count_Ret_j)← 

Unsorted_Ret(Count_Ret_j - 1) 
Set Unsorted_Ret(Count_Ret_j - 1)←Temp_Sort 
Decrease Count_Ret_j by 1 

Else 
Set Sort_Flag←False 

End If 
End Do 

End For 
End If 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 



  

 
 

4.1 Introduction 
This chapter is devoted to present and discuss the results of the 

conducted tests to study the retrieval performance of the suggested 

VMRS. This chapter illustrates the results of two sets of results. The first 

set represents the retrieval tests that have been done on features extracted 

from two different color components, and run length matrices. In the 

second set, the retrieval tests have been done on the same two different 

color components, but with shape features (Moments Invariant). Two 

accuracy measures (i.e., precision and recall) have been used to assess the 

performance of the VRS. 

 
4.2 Video Test Material 

AVI videos were used for constructing the video database, these files 

were collected from two resources: Internet web sites (Youtube, 

Metacafe, and Kooora), and scientific TV channels reports (Discovery, 

and BBC). The database contains 7 classes with 7 to 10 video shots for 

each class. The videos were of size 320 × 240, with different fps (frame 

per second) to each shot (15, 24 or 25 fps), different duration for each 

shot (3 to 10 seconds), and with bit depth 24 bpp (bit per pixel). 

 

4.3 Test Strategy 
Several tests were applied to evaluate VMRS performance. Two 

types of tests were adopted. They are Soft testing (where the tested AVI 

file from the database) and Hard testing (where the tested AVI file is 

completely different from the stored ones). 
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The test operation consists of two steps. The first one is to choose a 

shot from the set of shots which will be extracted from the input AVI file. 

The chosen shot will be an input to the next step to receive the 

similar videos' shots of the saved video shots DB. 

After that, the performance measured will be computed ( Precision 

and Recall) to find the results' accuracy. 

4.3.1 Testing the Shot Detection 
 This step dedicated to show the test results of the query video 

which consists of more at least two shots so that the detector will reveal 

obvious results. The query Desert video is shown in figure 4.1, which 

contains 6 video shots with different number of frames for each shot, and 

the whole number of the frames was 573 frames. The shot detection step 

took 22.390 sec to complete the whole desert video and produce results. 

 
Figure 4.1:  Shot detection result for a Desert video 

 
Figure (4.2) shows the MAD between the histograms of successive 

frames for the same Desert query video in figure (4.1). 
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Figure 4.2: MAD value for detecting the video shots 

 

Figure (4.1) shows the first picture of each shot of the query video, 

and any chosen one of these frames will be an input to classification step, 

so that depending on this picture, the similar video shots will be viewed. 

The peeks in the charts of histograms differences refer to the cut 

change that is found in the video stream, where shots are detected from it. 

Another two different query video examples was tested to prove the 

system accuracy in detecting the changes of the shots. The first one is for 

a football video with length of 222 frames that took (13.562) sec 

processing time, and the results are shown in Figure (4.3). 

 
Figure 4.3: Shot detection applied on a football video 
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The difference between the histograms of the successive frames of 

the football video example will be illustrated in figure (4.5). 

 

 
Figure 4.5: The results of the shot detection after applied on the 

football video sample 

 

The second video example that shows the mountains from different 

places is the second test video which contains 634 frames and took 23.56 

sec and shown in figure (4.6): 

 
Figure 4.6: Shot detection applied on a Nature video that contains mountains 

 

The difference between the histograms of the successive frames of 

the mountains query video will be illustrated in figure (4.7). 
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Figure 4.7: The results of the shot detection after applied on the 

mountains video sample 

 
4.3.2 Testing the Video Retrieval (online phase)   

The features calculation of the selected video's shot from the 

previous step will have four possibilities. The results of each combination 

will be compared according to the average performance measures 

(Precision and Recall). This will be declared in the next section. 

 
A. Using the HSL color conversion with the Run length features: 

The time in the retrieval results for the query video which is found in 

the retrieval results form (window) divided to three parts: loading 

database, converting the shot to features (color conversion, Haar Wavelet, 

and the Run length features extraction) for a shot that contains 146 

frames, and the retrieval part. 

For example, in figure (4.8) the time was divided into (0.0156) sec, 

(10.328) sec, and (0.015) sec respectively. 

The precision and recall measures illustrated in the following 

equations: 
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     {Relevant Video Shots} ∩ {Retrieved Video Shots } 
Precision = 
                         {Retrieved Video Shots} 
 
                  {Relevant Video Shots} ∩ {Retrieved Video Shots} 
Recall   = 
                         {Relevant Video Shots} 

 
These measurements applied on the four possibilities but after 

showing the retrieval results. 

Figure (4.8) shows the results of the HSL-Run Length combination. 

 

 
Figure 4.8: The retrieval results of the HSL and Run Length combination 

applied on the Desert query video 

 

Another tested shot were taken from the football video that shown in 

figure (4.3), and the result illustrated in figure (4.9). 
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In the Retrieval Results form the video on the left part represents the 

shot chose from the shot detection step to find similar videos from the 

database as shown in the right part of the form. 

Figure (4.8) is an example of this Retrieval Results representation of 

Desert retrieved videos. 

 

 
Figure 4.9: The retrieval results of the HSL and Run Length combination 

on Football query video 

 

The last example will be the mountains video which is mentioned in 

the shot detection section. The HSL and Run length combination tested 

for this video as shown in figure (4.10) with the retrieval results. 
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Figure 4.10: The retrieval results of the HSL and Run Length 

combination on Mountains query video 

 

B. Using the HSL color conversion with the Moment Invariant 

features: 

This combination took (0.015) sec for the database loading and the 

retrieval part, and the converting of the selected shot to Moment Invariant 

features took (9.365) sec for a video shot contains 146 frames.  

Figure (4.11) shows the retrieval results, the time and number of 

frames of the desert query video shot. 
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Figure 4.11: The retrieval results of the HSL and Moment invariant 

combination applied on the Desert query video 
 

Also applied on the football video and the mountains video results a 

set of retrieved shot as shown in figures (4.12) and (4.13) respectively. 

 
Figure 4.12: The retrieval results of the HSL and Moment invariant 

combination applied on the Football query video 
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Figure 4.13: The retrieval results of the HSL and Moment invariant 

combination applied on the Mountains query video 
 

C. Using the YCbCr color conversion with the Run Length features: 

This combination took (0.015) sec for the database loading and the 

retrieval part, and the converting of the selected shot to Run Length 

features took (19.719) sec for a video shot contains 146 frames.  

Figure (4.14) shows the retrieval results, the time and number of 

frames of the query shot: 
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Figure 4.14: The retrieval results of the YCbCr and Run Length 

combination applied on the desert query video  

 

The YCbCr and Run length combination will be applied on the 

football and mountains videos as shown in figures (4.15) and figure 

(4.16) respectively:  
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Figure 4.15: The retrieval results of the YCbCr and Run Length 

combination applied on the Football query video 

 
Figure 4.16: The retrieval results of the YCbCr and Run Length 

combination applied on the Mountains query video 
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D. Using the YCbCr color conversion with the Moment Invariant 

features: 

This combination took (0.015) sec for the database loading and the 

retrieval part, and the converting of the selected shot to Moment Invariant 

features took (39.391) sec for a video shot contains 146 frames.  

Figure (4.17) shows the retrieval results, the time and number of 

frames of the desert query shot. 

 

 
Figure 4.17: The retrieval results of the YCbCr and Moment Invariant 

combination applied on the Desert query video 

 

The YCbCr and Moment Invariant combination where applied on the 

football and mountains videos as shown in figures (4.18) and figure 

(4.19), respectively.  
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Figure 4.18: The retrieval results of the YCbCr and Moment Invariant 

combination applied on the Football query video 

 
Figure 4.19: The retrieval results of the YCbCr and Moment Invariant 

combination applied on the Mountains query video 
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The average performance measures of the four mentioned 

combinations for the desert video shot is illustrated in Figure (4.20) and 

assessed by the precision and the recall measures: 

 

 
 
Figure 4.20: The average performance assessed by Recall and Precision 

Measures for the Desert query Video 

 

From figure (4.20), it can be concluded that combination A is the 

best result in retrieving similar videos according to the performance 

measures. 

And for the football and mountains query videos, the Recall and 

precision measures are shown in figures (4.21) and (4.22) respectively: 
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Figure 4.21: The average performance assessed by Recall and Precision 

Measures for the Football query Video 
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Figure 4.22: The average performance assessed by Recall and Precision 

Measures for the Mountains query Video 

 
The figures (4.8) to (4.19) represent the results of Hard testing. 

For the following figures, different samples from the videos database 

will be taken, and the results of the retrieval will show that the first video 

shot is the same as retrieved query one, and the minimum difference 

between them is 0.  
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Figure 4.23: The retrieved (shot 0) is the same as the query Mountain 

video 
 

 
Figure 4.23: The retrieved (shot 0) is the same as the query Interview 

video 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 



 
 

5.1 Conclusion 
From the test results conducted to investigate the performance of the 

VMRS, the following remarks were derived: 

1. The shot detection was implemented to detect the Cut video shot 

changes using the MAD on the histograms of the successive 

frames; the results are good for this type of video shots. 

2. The variation in number of frames in the video does not affect the 

features decision because the mean values of the features, over all 

frames belong to the same shot, are adopted. 

3.  The performance measures (precision and recall) indicates that 

the used HSL color model and the Run Length features are the 

best combination, and the other three combinations were not good 

in classifying the shots. 

4. The Decision Making module that combines between the colors 

bands according to standard ratios for the YCbCr and tested ratios 

for the HSL indicates that the tested results of the HSL that was 

close to the standard (0.20, 0.25, and 0.55) successes in the test 

and brought good retrieval results. 

5. The delay time that is more than 10 second as average is mainly 

due to the calculations of the query shot. 
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5.2 Future Work 
1. Using the codec files to extract the frames from the compressed 

videos so that the system can be managed to operate on the 

videos directly. 

2. Combine between the Audio or the text and the video to 

accomplish better classification and best retrieval results 

3. Intelligent techniques can be added such as Fussy to enhance 

retrieval results.  
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A.1 Generate the Run Length Matrix 

The generation of this matrix will illustrated in details in algorithm 

(A.1): 

 

Algorithm (A.1) Generate RunLength Array 
Goal: Generate the R()(run-length) array that contains all the runs in the image  

Input: 
Theta//the angle of the runs 

Output: 
R()//Run-length array that is generated be algorithm (3.6) 

Step1: Set Glevelm←Glevel – 1 
Call Higtm←H2 – 1 
Call Widm←W2 – 1 
Check If Theta is equal to 0 Then 

For all y Do {Where 0≤y≤Higtm} 
Initialize length to 1 
Set Level←QuantGry(0, y) 
For all x Do {Where 1≤x≤Widm} 

Check If Level is equal to QuantGry(x, y) Then 
Increase length by 1 

Else 
Increase R(Level, length) by 1 
Initialize length to 1 
Set Level←QuantGry(x, y) 

End If 
End For 
Increase R(Level, length) by 1 

End For 
Else If Theta is equal to 45 Then 

Check If W2 >  H2 Then Continue 



 

Initialize J to 0 
Initialize JJ to 0 
Set Factor←Widm – Higtm 
For all x Do {Where 0≤x≤Widm} 

Initialize length to 1 
Set Level←QuantGry(x, 0) 
For all y Do {Where 0≤y≤Higtm-J} 

Check If Level is equal to QuantGry(x +  y, y) Then 
Increase length by 1 

Else 
Increase R(Level, length) by 1 
Initialize length to 1 
Set Level←QuantGry(x +  y, y) 

End If 
End For 
Check If JJ is equal to Factor Then 

Set J ← |x - JJ + 1| 
Else 

Increase JJ by 1 
End If 
Increase R(Level, length) by 1 

End For 
Set Level←QuantGry(Widm, 0) 
Increase R(Level, 1) by 1 
Set Factor ← Widm - (Widm - Higtm) 
For all y Do {Where 1≤y≤Higtm} 

Initialize length to 1 
Set Level←QuantGry(0, y) 
For all x Do {Where 1≤x≤Factor - y} 

Check If Level is equal to QuantGry(x, y + x) Then 
Increase length by 1 

Else 
Increase R(Level, length) by 1 
Initialize length to 1 
Set Level←QuantGry(x, y +  x) 

End If 
End For 
Increase R(Level, length) by 1 

End For 
Set Level←QuantGry(0, Higtm) 
Increase R(Level, 1) by 1 

End If 
Check If H2 >  W2 Then 

Set Factor←Higtm – Widm 
Initialize J to 0 
Initialize JJ to 0 
For all y Do {where 0≤y≤Higtm} 

Initialize length to 1 
 

Continue 



 

 

Set Level←QuantGry(0, y) 
For all x Do {Where 1≤x≤Widm - J} 

Check If Level is equal to QuantGry(x, y + x) Then 
Increase length by 1 

Else 
Increase R(Level, length) by 1 
Initialize length to 1 
Set Level←QuantGry(x, y +  x) 

End If 
End For 
Check If JJ is equal to Factor - 1 Then 

Set J←|y – JJ| 
Else 

Increase JJ by 1 
End If 
Increase R(Level, length) by 1 

End For 
Set Level←QuantGry(0, Higtm) 
Increase R(Level, 1) by 1 
Set Factor←Higtm - Widm 
For all x Do {Where 1≤x≤Widm} 

Initialize length to 1 
Set Level←QuantGry(x, 0) 
For all y Do {Where 1≤y≤Factor - x} 

Check If Level is equal to QuantGry(x +  y, y) Then 
Increase length by 1 

Else 
Increase R(Level, length) by 1 
Initialize length to 1 
Set Level←QuantGry(x +  y, y) 

End If 
End For 
Increase R(Level, length) by 1 

End For 
Set Level←QuantGry(Widm, 0) 
Increase R(Level, 1) by 1 

End If 
Else If Theta is equal to 90 Then 

For all x Do {Where 0≤x≤Widm} 
Initialize length to 1 
Set Level←QuantGry(x, 0) 
For all y Do {Where 1≤y≤Higtm} 

Check If Level is equal to QuantGry(x, y) Then 
Increase length by 1 

Else 
Increase R(Level, length) by 1 
Initialize length to 1 
Set Level←QuantGry(x, y) 

Continue 



 

End If 
End For 
Increase R(Level, length) by 1 

End For 
Else If Theta is equal to 135 Then 

Check If W2 >  H2 Then 
Initialize J to 0 
Initialize JJ to 0 
Set Factor←Widm – Higtm 
For all x Do {Where 1≤x≤Widm} 

Initialize length to 1 
Set Level←QuantGry(W2 - x, 0) 
For all y Do {Where 1≤y≤Higtm - J} 

Check If Level is equal to QuantGry(W2 - x - y, y) Then 
Increase length by 1 

Else 
Increase R(Level, length) by 1 
Initialize length to 1 
Set Level←QuantGry(W2 - x - y, y) 

End If 
End For 
Check If JJ is equal to Factor Then 

Set J←|x – JJ| 
Else 

Increase JJ by 1 
End If 
Increase R(Level, length) by 1 

End For 
Set Level←QuantGry(0, 0) 
Increase R(Level, 1) by 1 
Set Factor←Widm - (Widm - Higtm) 
For all y Do {Where 1≤y≤Higtm} 

Initialize length to 1 
Set Level←QuantGry(Widm, y) 
For all x Do {Where 1≤x≤Factor - y} 

Check If Level is equal to QuantGry(Widm - x, y +  x) Then 
Increase length by 1 

Else 
Increase R(Level, length) by 1 
Initialize length to 1 
Set Level←QuantGry(Widm - x, y +  x) 

End If 
End For 
Increase R(Level, length) by 1 

End For 
Set Level←QuantGry(Widm, Higtm) 
Increase R(Level, 1) By 1 

End If Continue 



 

Set Level←QuantGry(x - y, y) 
End If 

End For 
Increase R(Level, length) by 1 

End For 
Set Level←QuantGry(0, 0) 
Increase R(Level, 1) by 1 
Set Factor←Higtm – Widm 
Initialize J to 0 
Initialize JJ to 0 
For all y Do {Where 0≤y≤Higtm} 

Initialize length to 1 
Set Level←QuantGry(Widm, y) 
For all x Do {Where 1≤x≤Factor – J} 

Check If Level is equal to QuantGry(Widm - x, y +  x) Then 
Increase length by 1 

Else 
Increase R(Level, length) by 1 
Initialize length to 1 
Set Level←QuantGry(Widm - x, y +  x) 

End If 
End For 
Check If JJ is equal to Factor - 1 Then 

Set J←|y – JJ| 
Else 

Increase JJ by 1 
End If 
Increase R(Level, length) by 1 

End For 
Set Level←QuantGry(Widm, Higtm) 
Increase R(Level, 1) by 1 

End If 
End If 

Check If H2 >  W2 Then 
For all x Do {Where Widm≥x≥1} 

Initialize length to 1 
Set Level←QuantGry(x, 0) 
For all y Do {Where 1≤y≤x} 

Check If Level is equal to QuantGry(x - y, y) Then 
Increase length by 1 

Else 
Increase R(Level, length) by 1 
Initialize length by 1 

 



A.2 Compute the Run Length features  
This step is devoted to extract the Run Length features from the R 

array and the theta given angles shown in figure (A.2). 

 
 
 

Algorithm (A.2) Compute RunLength Features 
Goal: Calculate the Run-length features  

Input: R()//array of the runs of an input video  
Theta//the angle of the runs 

Output: 
RLfeats()//Run-length array that is generated be algorithm (3.6) 

Step1: Set Rhigt←Glevel – 1 
Check If Theta is equal to 0 Then 

Set Rwid←W2 
Else If Theta is equal to 45 Then 

Check If W2 >  H2 Then 
Set Rwid←H2 

Else 
Set Rwid←W2 

End If 
Else If Theta is equal to 90 Then 

Set Rwid←H2 
Else If Theta is equal to 135 Then 

Check If W2 >  H2 Then 
Set Rwid←H2 

Else 
Set Rwid←W2 

End If 
End If 

Step2: Initialize Sum to 0 
For all i Do {Where  0 ≤i≤Rhigt} 

For all J Do {Where 1≤J≤Rwid} 
Set Sum←Sum +  R(i, J) 

End For 
End For 

Step3: Initialize Sum1 to 0 
For all i Do {Where 0≤i≤Rhigt} 

For all J Do {Where 1≤J≤Rwid} 
Set temp←J2 

Set Sum1←Sum1+R(i, J)/temp 
End For 

End For 
Set RLFeats.SRE←Sum1 / Sum 

 
Continue 



 
 
  

Step4: Initialize Sum1 to 0 
For all i Do {Where 0≤i≤Rhigt} 

For all J Do {Where 1≤J≤Rwid} 
Set temp←J2 
Set Sum1←Sum1+R(i, J)*temp 

End For 
End For 
Set RLFeats.LRE←Sum1 / Sum 

Step5: Initialize Sum1 to 0 
For all i Do {Where 0≤i≤Rhigt} 

Initialize Sum2←0 
For all J Do {Where 1≤J≤Rwid} 

Set Sum2←Sum2+R(i, J)2 
End For 
Set Sum1←Sum1+Sum2 

End For 
Set RLFeats.GLNU←Sum1/Sum 

Step6: Initialize Sum1 to 0 
For all J Do {Where 1≤J≤Rwid} 

Initialize Sum2←0 
Set Sum2←Sum2+R(i, J)2 

End For 
Set Sum1←Sum1+Sum2 

End For 
Set RLFeats.RLNU←Sum1/Sum 

Step7: Set RLFeats.RP←Sum/Rwid*Rhigt 
Initialize Sum1←0 
For all i Do {Where 1≤i≤Rhigt} 

For all J Do {Where 1≤J≤Rwid} 
Set Sum1←Sum1+R(i, J)/ i2 

End For 
End For 
Set RLFeats.LGRE←Sum1/Sum 

Step8: Initialize Sum1 to 0 
For all i Do {Where 0≤i≤Rhigt} 

For all J Do {Where 1≤J≤Rwid} 
Set Sum1←Sum1+R(i, J)* i2 

End For 
End For 
Set RLFeats.HGRE←Sum1/Sum 

Step9: Initialize Sum1←0 
For all i Do {Where 1≤i≤Rhigt} 

For all J Do {Where 1≤J≤Rwid} 
Set Sum1←Sum1+R(i, J)/(i2*J2) 

End For 
End For 
Set RLFeats.SRLGE←Sum1/Sum 

 Continue 



 

 
 
A.3 The generation of the Quantized Run Length 
features array 

The input to this step is the RLfeats (array of the Run Length 

features) and the Down-Sampled images. This step illustrated in figure 

(A.3). 

Step10: Initialize Sum1←0 
For all i Do {Where 1≤i≤Rhigt} 

For all J Do {Where 1≤J≤Rwid} 
Set Sum1←Sum1+R(i, J)*i2/ J2 

End For 
End For 
Set RLFeats.SRHGE←Sum1/Sum 

Step11: Initialize Sum1 to 0 
For all i Do {Where 0≤i≤Rhigt} 

For all J Do {Where 1≤J≤Rwid} 
Set Sum1←Sum1+R(i, J)*J2/i2 

End For 
End For 
Set RLFeats.LRLGE←Sum1/Sum 

Step12: Initialize Sum1 to 0 
For all i Do {Where 1≤i≤Rhigt} 

For all J Do {Where 1≤J≤Rwid} 
Set Sum1←Sum1+R(i, J)*J2*i2 

End For 
End For 
Set RLFeats.LRHGE←Sum1/Sum 
 



  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Algorithm (A.3) Quanti 
Goal: quantizing the input LL array from Haar algorithm 
Input: D-Sample()//array of that is resulted from the Down-Sampling algorithm 

LastImage//the last image in the input video shot 
FirstImage//the first image in the input video shot 
RLFeats//the array of the run-length features 

Output: 
Fll//text file that contains the output results 
Temp_Mean_Runlength()//array contains the output quantized features 

Step1: Set Glevel←64 
For all i Do {Where 0≤i≤LastImage - FirstImage} 

Set Fll←i&"_LL_y" 
For all K Do {Where 0≤K≤W2} 

For all J Do {Where 0≤J≤H2} 
Set QuantGry(K, J)←(Haar_LL(i, K, J).y +  255) * 63 Div 510 

End For 
End For 
Call Run_Length 
Write Fll, RLFeats. SRE*100, RLFeats.LRE*100, 

RLFeats.GLNU*100, RLFeats.RLNU*100, RLFeats.RP*100, 
RLFeats.LGRE*100, RLFeats.HGRE*100, RLFeats.SRLGE*100, 
RLFeats.SRHGE*100, RLFeats.LRLGE*100, 
and RLFeats.LRHGE*100 to File 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).GLNU.y← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).GLNU.y+RLFeats.GLNU 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).HGRE.y← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).HGRE.y+RLFeats.HGRE 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LGRE.y← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LGRE.y+RLFeats.LGRE 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRE.y← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRE.y+RLFeats.LRE 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRHGE.y← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRHGE.y+RLFeats.LRHGE 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRLGE.y← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRLGE.y+RLFeats.LRLGE 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RLNU.y← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RLNU.y+RLFeats.RLNU 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RP.y← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RP.y+RLFeats.RP 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRE.y← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRE.y+RLFeats.SRE 
 Continue 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRHGE.y← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRHGE.y+RLFeats.SRHGE 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRLGE.y← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRLGE.y+RLFeats.SRLGE 

Set Fll←i&"_LL_cb" 
For all K Do {Where 0≤K≤W2} 

For all J Do {Where 0≤J≤H2} 
Set QuantGry(K, J)←(Haar_LL(i, K, J).Cb+255)*63 Div 510 

End For 
End For 
Call Run_Length 
Write Fll, RLFeats.SRE*100, RLFeats.LRE*100, 

RLFeats.GLNU*100, RLFeats.RLNU*100, RLFeats.RP*100, 
RLFeats.LGRE*100, RLFeats.HGRE*100, RLFeats.SRLGE*100, 
RLFeats.SRHGE*100, RLFeats.LRLGE*100, 
and RLFeats.LRHGE*100 to File 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).GLNU.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).GLNU.Cb+RLFeats.GLNU 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).HGRE.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).HGRE.Cb+RLFeats.HGRE 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LGRE.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LGRE.Cb+RLFeats.LGRE 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRE.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRE.Cb+RLFeats.LRE 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRHGE.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRHGE.Cb+RLFeats.LRHGE 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRLGE.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRLGE.Cb+RLFeats.LRLGE 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RLNU.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RLNU.Cb+RLFeats.RLNU 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RP.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RP.Cb+RLFeats.RP 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRE.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRE.Cb+RLFeats.SRE 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRHGE.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRHGE.Cb+RLFeats.SRHGE 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRLGE.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRLGE.Cb+RLFeats.SRLGE 
 

Set Fll←i&"_LL_cr" 
For all K Do {Where 0≤K≤W2} 

For all J Do {Where 0≤J≤H2} 
Set QuantGry(K, J)←(Haar_LL(i, K, J).Cr+255)*63 Div 510 

End For 
End For 
Call Run_Length Continue 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Write Fll, RLFeats.SRE*100, RLFeats.LRE*100, 
RLFeats.GLNU*100, RLFeats.RLNU*100, RLFeats.RP*100, 
RLFeats.LGRE*100, RLFeats.HGRE*100, RLFeats.SRLGE*100, 
RLFeats.SRHGE*100, RLFeats.LRLGE*100, 
and RLFeats.LRHGE*100 to File 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).GLNU.Cr← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).GLNU.Cr+RLFeats.GLNU 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).HGRE.Cr← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).HGRE.Cr+RLFeats.HGRE 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LGRE.Cr← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LGRE.Cr+RLFeats.LGRE 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRE.Cr← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRE.Cr+RLFeats.LRE 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRHGE.Cr← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRHGE.Cr+RLFeats.LRHGE 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRLGE.Cr← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRLGE.Cr+RLFeats.LRLGE 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RLNU.Cr← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RLNU.Cr+RLFeats.RLNU 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RP.Cr← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RP.Cr+RLFeats.RP 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRE.Cr← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRE.Cr+RLFeats.SRE 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRHGE.Cr← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRHGE.Cr+RLFeats.SRHGE 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRLGE.Cr← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRLGE.Cr+RLFeats.SRLGE 

End For 
Step2: Set i←LastImage – FirstImage 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).GLNU.y← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).GLNU.y / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).HGRE.y← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).HGRE.y / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LGRE.y← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LGRE.y / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRE.y← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRE.y / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRHGE.y← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRHGE.y / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRLGE.y← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRLGE.y / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RLNU.y← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RLNU.y / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RP.y← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RP.y / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRE.y← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRE.y / i 

Continue 



 
 Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRHGE.y← 

Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRHGE.y / i 
Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRLGE.y← 

Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRLGE.y / i 
 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).GLNU.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).GLNU.Cb / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).HGRE.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).HGRE.Cb / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LGRE.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LGRE.Cb / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRE.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRE.Cb / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRHGE.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRHGE.Cb / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRLGE.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRLGE.Cb / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RLNU.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RLNU.Cb / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RP.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RP.Cb / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRE.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRE.Cb / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRHGE.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRHGE.Cb / i 

Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRLGE.Cb← 
Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRLGE.Cb / i 

 
Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).GLNU.Cr← 

Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).GLNU.Cr / i 
Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).HGRE.Cr← 

Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).HGRE.Cr / i 
Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LGRE.Cr← 

Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LGRE.Cr / i 
Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRE.Cr← 

Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRE.Cr / i 
Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRHGE.Cr← 

Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRHGE.Cr / i 
Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRLGE.Cr← 

Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).LRLGE.Cr / i 
Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RLNU.Cr← 

Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RLNU.Cr / i 
Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RP.Cr← 

Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).RP.Cr / i 
Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRE.Cr← 

Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRE.Cr / i 
Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRHGE.Cr← 

Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRHGE.Cr / i 
Set Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRLGE.Cr← 

Temp_Mean_Runlength(Count_i).SRLGE.Cr / i 



  
  
  

‘ ص ور ‘ ص وت ‘ فی دیو (مع الزی ادة والت ضخم الحاص ل ف ي المعلوم ات المتع ددة الوس ائط          

واھتمام ات  ‘ والناس لیس لدیھم الوقت الكافي للنظر لھ ذه المعلوم ات    ‘ )وصفحات شبكة الانترنت  

‘ ت  صنیف‘ أص  بح م ن ال ضروري إیج اد وس یلة لتحلی ل     ‘ ال ذ . م ن الأش یاء الثمین ة   الب شر أص بحت   

. وتعی ین الأم ور الخارج ة ع ن القی اس ب شكل أوتوم اتیكي        ‘ وتشخیص المیول فیھا   إیجاد‘ تلخیص

  . الكمیة من المعلومات طرق تعدین البیانات للتعامل مع ھذه إلى بالحاجة واأحس احثینعدة ب

 متع  ددة م  ن البیان  ات كالفی  دیو، ال  صوت، أن  واع یت  ضمنتع  دین البیان  ات المتع  ددة الوس  ائط 

 المعلوم ات مث ل   الت ي تع الج مجموع ھ كبی رة م ن      مج الات  ع دة  یتضمن ھذا العمل . والصور، الخ 

  .والتمییز، التصنیف، الخ التعنقد،

 وس  یلھ س  ھلة  أص  بح للتع  دین لان الفی  دیو  بالن  سبة أھمی  ة الأن  واع أكث  رتع  دین الفی  دیو ھ  و  

 أنھا ، والدعایات كماالأفلام فكرة ما عن طریق دردشة الفیدیو، أو رسالة لإیصالومتداولة بكثرة 

  . تملأ العالموالكثیر من الاستخدامات التي المراقبة أفلامتعتبر من احد طرق الحمایة مثل 

 یت  ضمن نظ  اموھ  ذا ال. والفی  دیبیان  ات واس  ترجاع تع  دین  نظ  ام بن  اءت  م  ،ف  ي ھ  ذا البح  ث  

 قاع  دة بیان  ات  تبن  يالت  سجیلالمرحل  ة .  مطابق  ة الاستف  سار ومرحل  ھالت  سجیل مرحل  ة : م  رحلتین

تحتوي على أصناف مختلفة تعنقدت وفقا للخ صائص الن سیجیة أو ال شكلیة         قاعدة البیانات    .الفیدیو

بینما، المرحلة . (K-means)عملیة التعنقد أنجزت باستخدام خوارزمیة     . مع نماذج لونیة مختلفة   

قب  ل اس  تخراج  .  ألم  شابھھ للفی  دیو الم  دخل  ت اس  تثمرت لاس  ترجاع الفی  دیوھا  مطابق  ة الاستف  سار 

الم درج الاح صائي    ع دة لقط ات اعتم ادا عل ى الف رق ب ین       إل ى الخصائص، یقطع الفی دیو الم دخل       

تحسب الخصائص للقطة المختارة من أجل اس ترجاع اللقط ات الم شابھھ م ن         ثم  للصور المتتالیة،   

  .قاعدة بیانات الفیدیو

وھ ذا النظ ام أعط ى    . (recall and precession)  باستخدام مقاییس تم تقییمھأداء النظام 

  .ومشجعةنتائج جیدة 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 الفیدیو باستخدام أنواع مختلفة من استرجاع

 نماذج اللون
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